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PADUCAH, KY., TUESDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY. 27, 1906.
WHAT THE "WIDE OPEN" IDEA
HAS DONE CITY OF FOR CHICAGO
THE CITIZENS IN MASS CONVEN
TION SAY REIGN OF TER-
ROR MUST CEASE—AN ORGAN
IZATION OF TEN THOU-
SAND MEN TO BE FORMED F
OR THE PURPOSE OF RE-
DEEMING CHICAGO—THE FAOLT H
AS BEEN WITH THE
PEOPLE.
Chicago, Ill., Feb. 36.—Casting
party, natio'rvality and creed aside,
citizens of the north side assemb'ed
yesterday afternoon at ids North
Shore Cohirregationai church 
in a
ma's meeting held under the au-
spices of fire churchee and, after die-
cussing the various phases of the
wave of crime terrorizing Chicago,
and considering the possible remedies
indorsed the foregoing appeal to May
er Dunne, an appeal sounded as the
key note of an address delivered by
former Judge Nathaniel C. Seers.
Chisens Show Great Interest.
Hundrede of representative chi-
aens crowdcd the church. They list-
ened to the address of Mr. Sears,
sodded assent to his indictment of '
the people athemeelves for permitting
Chicago to run as a wide-open town ;
for years, applauded the demand that
the people with tlxir sovereign pow-
er should rise in their nsight and de-
mand that Mayor Dunne, their exec-
utive servant", should hoed their cry
to put on the lid, drive the hoodl-um
and criminate from the streets and
from the city and enforce the laws
inseead of winking at them as he
and other mayors have done with the
suffeeance of the people foe a decade.
After adopting stirring resolutions
direcred to the mayor and city coun-
cil appealing for drastic action in the
prevent rein, of terror and indors-
ing a movement launched for the or-
ganization of a north side law and
order league that is designed to have
to,000 °members, the people assem-
bled voted to send a conmeittee of
too men to Mayor Dunne early this
week.
ble Rev. Herbert Gwyn ,asserted
that the indifferent parents, even in
the most respectable neighborhoods,
=
responsible fec hoodlums that
graduated into criminals, and
also that the churches, because of th
e
"rotten .state of affairs," had permit-
ted themselves to become indifkrent
and to lack the force they should
have to prevent the condition that
has come.
It needs no argument to convince
us that Ohtani) is in the grasp of a
reign of crime," said Nathaniel C.
Sears, who had been asked by the
pastors of the five north side church-
es -to introduce the subject for dis-
cussion. "In a link more than a
decade Chicago has gone through a
marveloos and woeful change. The
city of 1893, the White City, the city
of our civic pride, has disappeared.
In it place has arisen the black city
of 1936, the city of lawlessness and
crime, the city of our civic sininte.
Present Need Bs a Cure.
"There is APO neod for me to cite
the itestances of wanton assault, the
fifteen murders tihat have occurred
within sixty days or the series of
burglaries and holdups that have
aroused the public mind. Whet we
are interested in is, first, the cause
of the evils which exist and, second,
the cure.
"In analyzing the aituation let us
be frank and 'honest with each other.
It is a nighty easy thing to charge
responsibility for the conditions
against a few public officials. It is
the easiest way, but nog,the fair and
honest gay. The chief officer of the
law in this community is the state's
attorney. We have in Mat office a
Will Talk Plainly to Mayor. man who is thoroughly compotient,
This committee will present to the
mayor a copy of tthe resolutions
adopted yesterday, which follow, and
will furthermore endeavor to demon-
strate to him that It woutd be well
for ism to faced the demands of the
respectable people of Chicago and
cast aside taw good will anti votes of
the hoodlums, the divekeepers and
the criminal. infesting the city. The
committee will be selected from the
citizens of Buena Park, the mayor's
own neiyehborhood, and the north
side territory extending tooth from
Wilson avenue to the river.
Rev. Herbert B. Gwyn presented
the resolutions adopted and Rev.
John Norris Hall, pastor of ahe
church which Mrs. Break Hollister,
who was murdered by Richard. 'Irene,
ateerided, outlined the scheme for
the organization of a north side cit-
izens' law and order league, an asso-
ciation designed to be entirely inde-
pendent of the churches and to in-
clude good citizenei of all- creeds and
nahnnatities. .
Tie project is to be launched with
in a few days at a meeting to be held
in linrrial hail, toes therth Halsted
street', NO which delegates from all
ehurcheii, 'civic fk. c it ties and clubs on
the northside I





in Binite 'Temple theater, at which
time the taw and order league will be
perfeeleilt ea eel ear , .
The resolutionw adopted at yesteg
dae's ineetatingoevill by delivered to
' the maencre by the committee of TOO.
Peopiii to Blame Somewhat.
Not all the blame for the unsafe
condittios, of the •olty, the wave of
-mime -Ad the reign 'of thoodhisi soy-
ereignii in Chicago -wile laid at the
-door of the atithoritieseley the speak-
ers. Mn. Soars dterliteed the people
themselves were primarily responsi- its bony fingers on. his own door."
efficient and absolutely fearless in
the pmsecution of criminals. We
cannot charge the present condition
of affairs to him.
"How is it with Mayor Dunne?
We cannot charge the responsibility
for the existing evil's altogether to
him, not by any means. Mayor
1)uniie is administering government
in a city as he found it when he
mooed a kw years ago from his
home in River Forest into Chicago
in order Ithat he might be elected
maror. What did the find?
Voters Receive Censure.
"In a republic, where the people
are the sovereign power, in a state
or county or municipality the condi-
tions that obtain are just about as
the people watre the mole permit them.
The conditions that obtain in 'Chi-
cago are 'the result of the people's
choosing. For a decade the people
of Chicago have deliberately prefer-
red to have a liberal policy; in other
words, a wide-open town. This de-
sire hit a wide-open town is not
chergeable to the vicious class. The
viciota" class doe, not predominate
ir Chicago. There are in this city
more honest' men than knaves. The
whole trouble primarily is because
the reputable man of affairs preferred
a city with the whirl and bustle of
much business, a city with a liberal
policy, a wide-opeo town inetcad of
a city with a Sunday school son: of
government.
"Of course the reputable letteinees
man knew that a wide open town
would Meld vice. But he thought
tc himself that there had to be rice
in a great city like. Chicago and he
assumed that the vice would be con-
fined to the downtown district and
the rough localities and that it would
never reach so far as to knock with
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., LIGHTS COST $50.00
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH•, FEB. 24TH, zgo6.
MR 
PADUCAH, KY. aisal
MY DEAR SIR:—YOURS OF THE 23RD INST. IS JUST RE-
CEIVED. INCLUDING INTEREST ON INVESTMENT, DEPRE-
CIATY'ON, ETC., OUR STREET ARC LAMPS (SUPPZC'ele'D TO
HAVE a.000 C. P.) COST US ABOUT $50 EACH PER YEAR. WE
USE THE ENCLOSED ARC 'LAMP AND HAVE 736 IN CIRCUIT.
UNDER CONTRACT WITH PRIVATE CORPORATION WE.PAID
$107 PER LAMP PER YEAR. THIS WAS SOME NINE OR TEN
YEARS AGO.
WE HAVE RECENTLY PURCHASED MACHINERY FOR IN-
CANDESCENT LIGHTING "OF CITY BUILDINGS. :EXPECT TO
GET THEM IN USE SOON VERY TRULY YOURS,E. F. SWEET, MAYOR.
VOICE CARRIED BY WIRE IN
BROADWAY M. E. CHURCH
An expo-invest is being made at
the Broadway lelkthcelist church
which it is will prove a suc-
testa as tiring apptstenances
'which will make more elver and dis-
tinct the worde delivered by Rev.
T. J. Newell in t-ondtscting his.ser-
mons. The new idea is that of
stretching wires from over the pul-
pit, heck to rear; of the atiditoriturt,
to hold' the vibrations of the speaker's
voice.
, Ever since the new Methodist
church was huilt, eon* ten or twelve
year. ago, it has always been noticed
that the preacher, or any other
speaking fi•om the ohlpit, could not
be heard very distinct and. with much
force. It is claimed that the reason
of this is because the ceiling is not
plain and level, but its, smoothness is
broken by the dotne angular archi-
tecture. It seems that the voice of
the speaker goes into these hollow
space, overhead causes a dell echo
and does not send the sound down
into thie congregation.
Fr these reasons it is hard for
there to be obtained the distinctness
and clearness necessary. Now to set
if something cannot be done to hold
the voice clown into tie audience six-
(ontinued on Page Pesci
'
A POPULAR BRICK MASON -
WAS EVIDENTLY MURDERED
i!ot e
TWO WRITE MEN, NAMES AND IDENTITY UNKNOWN, SUS-
PECTED OF HORRIBLE DEED—POLICE AND DETECTIVES
WORKING ON THE MYSTERIOUS CASE—AUGUSTUS VERY
PROMINENT IN LABOR CIRCLES.
Very mysterious continues the hor-
rible mender of William Augustus,
the well known brickmason of this
city, whose body was Sunday morn-
ing about 8 o'clock found in a half
sitting posture in a creek of water
flowing through a culvert underneath
the I. C. raikoad tracks, just out-
side the lower yards, going towards
Memphis out of this city, one mile
below the Union depot. The euttre
police and detective force has been
working upon the killing, but have
failed thus fah to unravel the ident-
ity of the parties who conwnitted the
fearful crime.
The remains of the dead man were
buried yesterday afternoon at 3
o'clock in Oak Grove cemetery, fol-
lowing funeral serebeess hekli at the
residence of his sister, Mrs. Allie Mc-
Cord, of Fourth and Elizabeth
streets.
Augustus was unckeibtedly mur-
dered Saturday afternoon about 5
o'clock by two strange white men
who seemed• intoxicated, and passed
through the railroad freight yards
just beyond the Union depot, right
behind the man now dead. The au-
thorities have been turning every-
thing to locate these parties, but
without avail.
Augustus is well known here,
where he ha, resided all of his life,
he being about forty years of age.
Some years ago he married Miss
Maude McGuire, daughter of
Engineer John L. M3cGuire, one of
the hest known Illinois Central engi-
neers. Last December she got a di-
vorce from him in the county, and
she waOgiven custody of their ii-
year-old son Ned, who makes hi"
flume at his grandiather's residence,
about one mile out of the city, right
alongside the Memphis division
tracks.
°Saturday Augustus went out after
his boy, to bring him to town to buy
some • clothing and other things.
ektigneetue ha A been working all week
oltethe Elks' building on North Fifth.
Aft2a. making his purchases he
bouglk a quart of whiskey, several
bottles of beer, and then started back
home. From the Union depot to the
coal chute in the freight yards, the
fatter and son rode in the engine
cab with Engineer McGuire *ho was
taking his 4:30 o'clock passenger run
to Fulton. They got off at the chute,
the train proceeded on, and Augustus
and Mt son started walking down the
track towards the McGuire, home.
The father was quite drunk, and' had
given the boy his pistol to carry.
Shortly beyond the office of Oper-
ator J. J. Painter, of the lower tnd
of the south yards, Augustus and the
boy sat down beside the track for a
few moments, to rest. Operator
Painter •noticed two strange white
men coming along several blocks be-
hind Ategtrous, and thin-king they
were. friends of the briclonseson, told
them to get Augustus off the truck
as he may get killed by passing trains
while in his drunken and irresponsi-
ble coneItion. One of the strangers
wote a .canvase coat, while both
.seemed drinking. Asking the opera-
tor when they could catch a south-
bound freight out of town, and being
given the information, but. warned
against trying to catch it moving,
the strangers then passed on, after
promising to get Aaguattis off the
track.
'Catching up with the fater and
boy one of the strangers too* the pis
tot from the lad, ran over into the
woods, fired the cartridges .and then
hid the pistol. He., then came back
to where Augustus was and the lat-
ter complained at the revolver being
taken. The two got to scufflirgi in
a fight and the son ran away to the
home half mile away and told their
colored employe, Sherman Church-
hill, that two men were killing his
faelher, who had ticked up two stones
to-protect himself. The negro man
an4 lad. went back but could not
fled anyone on the scene where the
fight occurred( Church:hill and the
boj then returned home and when
tlii family came in, informed them
of the. fight. Nothing towards look-
ing for Augustus was done, as they
irtad returnedlievedaf  to the city.tersuPP"Pd 
fiseieuff he
.i Smedley morning, however, when
*gusto, could not be foond any-
*here, his little so g and Runk An-
- started out from the Mg-Gtrire
to look through the railroad
ds and nods. Andrecht is an-
son-in-law (A Engineer Mc-
ter they bad geese up 'be
it'sikort. distance, Mdantaht
al.wideinly saw Augustus' Need stick-
ing from beside the culvert running
itodernearti the teaele He did not'
nt the boy to see hie father, stir-
sing he was either dead or badly
°untied, so sent the lad home. An-
echt then investigated and saw
tuts' body WA9 in a half sitting
ture, he ,bing partly in the water
rectly beneath the track spanning
the culvett five feet above. One arm
was resting on a crosstie that pro-
jected out from beside the roadbed.
Andreche had Mr. J. F. Dowdy,
of nearby, telephoned, and the latter
came with his three sons and pulled
out the body that was carried to the
Ntattil & Efinger undertaking estab-
listmeitt. on Third street.
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FOUR PERSONS REPORTED KILLED—GUNBOAT ORDERED
TO SCENE—PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT HAS BECOME SUS-
PICIOUS OF GOOD FAITH OF CHINA—SEEM TO BE PURSU-
ING POLICY OF DUPLICITY—ASSURANCES GIVEN NOT IN
KEEPING WITH ACTS OF PEKIN AUTHORITIES
Washington, D. C., Feb. 26.—Con
sul-Genenal Rodgers at Shanghai ea-
hies the state department under to-
day's date that the American mission
ary station at Nan Chang and Kknze
have been destroyed. 'Phe probable
cause is local.
Telegrams received from those
points state that the fourteen Amer-
ican missionaries at those places ea-
caped but the King-ham family, Eng-
Lsh, two ateuks and two Children, are
reported to have been killed.
The American gunboat EICano at
Nankin has been ordered to proe eel
immediately to Kin Kiang, where
she will probably arrive by Wednes-
day. The scene of the trouble is
about 400 mikes up the Gang Tse.
A still tat dispatch from Mr.
Rodgers received today at the .stete
&pavement says that the inland Brit-
is'h missions are reported 'to be safe.
HENDERSON IS DEAD.
Dubuque, la., Feb. 26.—Former
Speaker Dayid B. Henderson, of the
national home of representatives,
died yesterday afternoon of pares 
which attacked hint nine monthseago.
Lodge's "Goat" Is Vindicated.
Bloomingt On, Feb. 24.—The
jury in the 'Charles MscAtee nun
against lithe Modern Woodmen, ask-
ing damages on account of an injury
received by means of a bucking goat
in the lodgerootre decided againt him
today, holding that the animal was
not unduly vicious.
CONTROL BY A FEW AS
THE END OF FINANCE
• An examination showed that Au-
guZtos 'had been hit either with a
coupling pin, ,or one of the iron fish
plates used to connect adjoining ends
of railroad rails. He had been struck
once in the forehead, once on the
cheek, and five tirrres in the back of
the head, that was thereby beat into
a jelly. Any one of the wounds
would have proven teal.
The surmise is that after tile lad
ran away, Augustus and the two
strangers began fighting furiously
when one of them picked up the pin
or fish-plate and crushed his skull
illany times, then carrying the body
tb the culvert and pushing it down so
as to Intake it appear a train struck
the brickmaion and knocked him off.
Yesterday morning Coroner Frank
Eaker started the inquest which waa
not. completed unfit iii the afternoon.
Operator Painter testified that about
6 o'clock in the evening the two
strangers came bade to his office for
a drink of water, one having a quart
of whiskey, 'opposed .to have been
taken frosts Augustus. Painter askei
them if they got Augustus out of the
way, and they replied the boy got
away, but the father did not. The
two trniciriown men were more intoxi-
cated orhen they came back the sec-
ond, eime to the office than-when first
'there.
It has been impossible to 'MA any-
one who sew the fight, all the wit-
nesses testifying that they either SAW
Augustus and. the two others just be-
fore, or that they only saw the body
arterwandls.
The deceased was a son of the late
Captai-nifWilliami E. Augustus, who
for forty years before death was
connected with the city's fire depart-
ment. lire son hi survived by three
(Continued on Page Four.),
STUYVE.SANT FISH, PRESIDENTOF ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAM
ROAD IN MAGAZINE ARTICLE POINTS OUT COiNCENTRA-
• TION OF POWER—ENDS THAT ARE MENACE TO WEL-
FARE OF NATION—A CORPORATION MAN FOR THIRTY
YEARS CONVINCED THAT CLOSE SCRUTINY OF CORPOR-
ATE AFFAIRS IS IMPOSSIBLE UNDER PRESENT CONDI-
TIONS—WHOLE SYSTEM CONTRARY TO IDEAS OF OUR
FOREFATHERS.
New Yor Feb. 26.—Stuyvesant
Fish, *4)0 'r 4 in disgust from
the beardf • k of die Mutual
Life Ihs e- of
t he d I S1X)f 011 e I'S to
make the investig4it ie affairs
of the company a fame,. written
an essay on "Economy," which ap-
pears in the Arena for March. In
it he pays his attention to directors
of corporations who do not direct.
He says:
"I need not repeat that the country
is prospering and•likely to so con-
tinue. Whilefully appreciating these
facts, we cannot shut our eyes to the
trouble that tine been going on in the
center of our financial system. Much
hap been said in the press, not only
at the Wiest, but even in conserva-
tive Boston, which reminds us of the.,
old fable of the quarrel which the
various members of the human body
had with the stomach', for after all
it is in Wall street that securities are
'digested.'
Need for the Knife.
"With most of what has been said
in violent denunciation of any thing
and everything in Wahl. street you
and I can ha* no sympathy, al-
though on the other hand we must
admit that much is wrong there.
Having looked into the matter my-
self somewhat carefully of late, I beg
to say to yob in all seriousness that
not only in the insurance companies,
but in 'many othe corporation', there
is need of the adrke and probably
of the knife of the trained surgeon.
"There is wrong in management of
many corporations, and it should be
removed, cost what it may, for the
benefit alike of the patient and of
the community-. Without pretending
to any superior knowledge on the
subject, but 'having given it thought
not only of late but for years past
with respect to corporations gener-
ally, I think that the root of the
evil lies in a few Men having tinder-
taken to manage too many corpora-
tions; that in so doing they have
preverted the powers granted under
corporate charter!, and in their hurry
to do a vast business have in<any
cases done it ill.
Few Men on Many Boards.
"While the evil applies to corpor-
ation, generally throughout the whole
country, my meaning can perhaps be
'beet illustrated by taking the case
of the three great life insurance com-
panies of New York—the Mutual, the
New York Life and the Equitable.
A year ago these three companies
had, as shown in the Directory of
Dire-co-me publiehed in New York,
ninety-two trustees or directors' who
lived in New York. Of thetn one
was a tnerreber of seventy-three
boards; another of fifty-eight, an-
other of fifty-four, another of fifty-
three, another of forty-nine, another
or fortr seven; another 'of fePrtrithree
and another of forty-one. And, to
sum up, those ninety-two men held
1.439 directorships -fn corporation'
Which were sufficiently well known
to be recorded in the directory above
referred to. •
"I submit that the intention oj the
state in granting corporate charters
wa; that the directors of each corpor-
ation should meet freqtruently, have
full knowledge of its affairs, discuss
them deliberately and then exercise
the best judannent of the Whole
body." .
Much Left to Officers.
"How, then, is the business of the
other companies managed? Their
charters provide substantially and irt
general literally as follows:
" 'All the powers of the corpora-
tion shall be vested' in a board of
directors (or trustees), and shall be
exercised by thein and such officers
and agents as they may appoint.'
"It gore without saying that the
officers are required' to report their
arts and are held to a very strict
acceuntabikty; so also as to the in-
dividual agents. But the practice has°
arisen and is verY generally followed
of assuming that the insertion in sod'
charters of the word 'agents' has
given to the board created thereby
the potter to delegate to 'executive
conemittees• of their creation all the
powers which the law has vested he
those hoar& and reqtliret them to
exercise, except on the fere ocea-
sions is-hen swots boards may be in
4ession. To Unbioe matters worse.
such ;boards meet at ',Fry ace in-tea-
yak, quarterly or annually chiefly, if
not solely, to ratify and confirm the
acts of their committees.
Points Evil in System.
"I have pointed out briefly, and f
trust, not tinkinelly, some of the
grits which now affect for 41 the
economy of the household of the
state, and of the corporations. In
each, we, who—a" breadisinnere, as
taxpayers and as stockholders—pro-
vide the wherewithal, stiffer because
we have set others to rule over us
without holding them to that Strict
accountability for the discharge of
their trust which the consnon law
and common sense alike demiand.
"Indeed, things have come to stub,
a pass that in certain quarters it is
now considered indecorous and
bred For u, the , many, to even dis-
cuss, match less tr) correct, the abort-
comings of the elect few. Such was
neither the theory nor the practice
on which our forefathers ordered the





MISS LOTTIE THOMAS ENTER-
TAINS THE CLUB THIS
EVENING.
Entre Nous Club to Be Entertained
This Afternoon by Miss Lillie
Mae Winstead.
.Miss Lathe Thomas, of North
Thirteenth street, will entertain the
Konen's. Klub at her home this even-
ing
Delphic Club.
The Delphic club will meet this
morning at the Carnegie 'library in
weekly gathering.
Entre Nous Club.
This afternoon the Entre Nous
club will meet with Miss Lillie Mae
Winstead, of Seventh and Waelcing-
ton streets, wiho etertains the club
complimentary to Miss Leone Kes-
sell, of Pontiac, Nlich., who is visit-
ing Miss Blanche Hillis, of North
Ninth.
Bleich-Sowers.
This afternoon at 2 o'clock Miss
Mae Bleich and Mr. Joseph D. Sow-
ers will be married by Rev. William
Bourrquin, of the Evangelical church,
at the home of the brides parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Bleich, of
Clack street near Ninth.
Hummel-Gross.
Miss Theresa Hummel, of this city
and Mr. Otto Edwin Gross, of St.
Louis, will be married at 4:30 o'clock
this afternoon by Rev. A. L. Ilten,
of the German Lutheran church. The
ceremony occurs at the home of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ford
Hummel, eio Harrison street.
Cotillion Club Dance.
The last dance before Lent was
elven last evening at the Painter by
the Cotillion club, and although the
weather was a little disagreeable,
still quite a few were out enjoying
the pleasant affair.
Church Recital.
This evening at the Broadway
Methodist church Miss Mabel Mait-
land will entertain with a recital.
Married Yesterday.
Yesterday morning at to o'clock
Justice John J. Bleich united in mar-
riage Miss Daisy Fisk and Mr. R.
R. Wood. of the Oaks section of the
county. The ceremony was perform
ed at the office of the magistrate on
!legal Row.
Matinee Musicale.
The Matinee Musicale club hold
its bilzioneldy fretting Wednesday
afternoon at 3:3o o'clock in the par-
lors of the Eagle building. Mrs.
James Weille is the leader and
Beethovan and Bealluns are the com-
posers
A full attendance is requested. The
following is the program:
Current events.
Piano solo—Sonata Op. 31. No. 1—
Beethovan—Miss Elizabeth Mohan.
Vocal solo—A Op 84. "A Vain
Suit--Beethovan.b. Op. 49. Cradle
song—Mrs. Dennis Mocquot.
Volin solo—Sonata—Beet hova n —
Prof. Wen. Deal.
Sketches from the lives of Beet-
hovan and Brahme.—Rev. Dr. Loy-
itch.






Mat:Aston* Op 26. flirahms—Miss
Virginia Newell.
Elbert Hubbard
The Chanty club ha, procured
'Temple Israel as the place for Elbert
'Ilubbard to give his lecture when he
comes here the evning of March 8.
wfhich is only one week from next
Thursday. The temple is well ap-
portioned for addresses of this nat-
ure and prospects are the house will
he packed by a large crowd to 'hear
him.
Low Rates to California aid to
Northwest.
Tickets will be on sale daily until
Mardi, 7th orre-way second-class
limited from T'aducath to San Fran-
cisco, Los Angeles and other points
in California for $33.00, to Portland,
Oregon, Tacoma and Seattle, Wash.,
$35.30, Spokane, $32.8o; Helena,
Butte. Missoula, Mont., Odgen and
Salt Lake city $31.30; Billing', Mont.
$26.30, and other pcdrite in ptopor.
Lion.
For further panticulars apply 'to J.
T. Donovan, agent, or G. C. War-
field, T. A., Union depot, Paducah,
Ky.
Speciai r.xcursion Rates.
On February 20171, isiori, the Illinois
Central'Railroad company, win sell
tickets at extremely low home seek-
ers' excursion rates from Padltscah to
various points in Mississippi, Louis-
iana, Mexico, Kansas, Missiouri, In-
dian Territory Texas, Nebraska,
North and South Dakota and to
other territory in the West and
South, tickefs good for 21 days to
return, and fot stop-overs on the go-
ing trip. *JO
COUNYY CLERK
SEVERAL DEEDS LODGED FOR
RECORD YESTERDAY.
Marriage License Issued to J. D.
Sowers and Mae Bleich, of
This City.
Property on the west side of Elev-
enth near Jones street, has been sold
by Mollie G. Sarles to J. R. Shores
for $700, and the deed tiled for rec-
ord yesterday with the county clerk.
Property in Worten's addition was
sold to Edgar W. Whittemore by
George Huston for $1 and other con-
isiderations.
B. F. Tilley sold to Roy Spauld-
ing for $2,000, property on the Padu-
cah and Hinkleville road out in the
county.
Edwin Farley bought from 'G. E.
Rowel for. $1,soo, property on Third
street between Clark and Adams.
Charles T. Trueihieart transferred to
Nelson Vaughan for $19 land out in
the county.
Licensed to Marry.
George E. Thompson, aged 21.
and Lillie Weitlauf, aged 25, of the
county, were yesterday granted a
wedding licenee by the county clerk,
who also issued one to J. D. Sow-
ens, aged 30, and Mae A. Bleich,
abed 24, both of the city.
Colored Couple.
Louis Stone, aged 22, and Lillie
Porter, aged 16, colored, of the city,
were licensed to wed.
LOCAL OPTION
HOT TIME DOWN AT FULTON
OVER ELECTIONS.
e on Entire Town Tomorrow,
and Then on "East District"
Friday.
Things down al Fulton are very
warm over the election to be held to-
niorrow on the whisky question and
prospects are for the largest vote
ever polled in the history of that city
will be out. Everybody is so worked
up over the issue that trhe town is
divided into sides and many scraps
have occurred as results of heated
arguments.
Tomorrow the entire city takes a
vote as to whether whisky shall be
permitted in the town which has
been "dry" for two years, w4rile next
Friday comes up the other special
selection for the "Ease District" on
the same question.
It seems the whisky people petition
ed the county judge for an election
to take the vote of the people in the
East District and see if they wanted
whisky. This election was set for
March 2nd and when the temperance
people heard of it they petitioned for
a special election to sec if liquor can
be sold anywhere in. the entire city.
To get ahead of the whisky element
the temperance peiple set their elec-
tion two days ahead of that which
pertains to the East District alone.
The election in the latter district is
being held under the law which per-
mits temperance matters to be voted
on by magisterial districts.
Some time during Sunday night
someone distribtmed a lot of cam-
paign literature around over the city
and it was a 'hot issue, creating a lot
of talk.
At the Kentucky Tonight.
Low Rate to liashville.
On account of the Student Volun-
teer Movement of Foreign Missions.
the Illinois Central Railroad will sell
tickets from Paducah to Nashville
and return on February 26th, 27th
and 28th at $4.75 for the round trip,
good returning until March Toth.
For further particulars apply to
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIELD, T. A.,
S Union. Depot.
inommoreimut 
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
moo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8 to zo a. m., r to
p.m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
DIZZY? "A friend of mine suffered with backache,Read headache and dizzy spells, and seemed quiteworn out from menstrual troubles," writes Missmile G. N. Garrett, of Mayersville, Miss., "but she
took Carduf by rny advice and is now well."
Are you dizzy? Does your head swim? Do your eyes blur? Is your stomach ?
In women, these symptoms are often signs of disordered nervous system, or of liver or heart
trouble, brought on by carelessness in regulating the menstrual functions. These functions
are even more important to women than the bowel functions to either sex. Even if there
is no stoppage, still, a gentle, cleansing, menstrual draught should be taken now and then—
every doctor will tell you so. Otherwise the menstrual blood wilt decay inside you, and
will be absorbed into your system, causing such pain and suffering as will make you lose
all interest in life.
To cure yourself, take woman's best and safest remedy, Menstrual cleanser, tonic '
arid pain reliever, is the old, reliable, time-tested medicine, which, for over 70 years, has
been a household word in America, viz:
WRITZ FRANKLY
In full conflikece, telling us all your troubles, whatever
thsynay be, arid stating your age. We will send you
valuable Free Advice, in plain asaled envelope. Address:





130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH, KV
MUHL, [FINGER & CO._
NexttoWashingOishos
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot, Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms Estimates free.
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South P ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue,
Subscribe For The Register
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office: -306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH REAL EST". WESTERN KENTUCKY ?ARIL MEI
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT.. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
IEDG•gt W. WEEITTIEMOR.E...fadwAN de-
• the Buffet
107 SOUTH 'FOURTH STREET
el. C. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line' served to order.
fine noonday lunch for as cent&
Special Sale
06 Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE sitvaz. SUN OF ONLY ss CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR A SELLING AT 6 CENTS Ps_
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU Ar- ONLY zVile PER SINGLE ROLL.
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT se, toe, :se. sot
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICE*
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONICIEVYABLA COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINOED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINCHI, ROOM MOULDING. PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACK/LAND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES .AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
CvIVR YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
CC.
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
COULSON,
...PLUMBING....Steam and Dot Water Heating. t
Phoue 133 5 Broadway,
1114444+444,444+04•44441 1--1-1-4+444•••1441+441044k.
s noThe Largest Fortnum 
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today




You can start for $1. We,pay four













































































































































iLetters have been mailed the men
under contract stating that they must
report for practice in the city not la-
ter than March 26.—Danvil1e Demo-
crat.
Marlorn.)k,
Now that Alice has secured "Dum-
my" Burson, she would be fortunate
if she could secure Burson's partner,
"Dummy" Curtis. The two were at
one time the star battery of the Seda-
lia team of the old Missouri Valley
league.
Lawrence Doyle, the clever Hiber-
r.: taserran nf t'oc
park team of last season, will be giv-
en a tryout by the Ntattoon-Chales-
ton team. One of the Chicago Na-
tional league pitchers said young
Doyle was the first amateur who ever
made two hits off hum in one game.
Doyle is a good player and an excel-
lent sticker.
Some of the teams are already be-
ginning to tell what they are going
to do. We have tried this pretdicting
business-' and have found out that
winning a pennant before the season
begins is a hard propoeition. We are
not going tp claim the K. I. T. pen-
nant for atack, but we want to say
that we expect the team that finishes
ahead of 111 to win the dag, so get
ready for the race,-Jacksonville
Courier.
Here is the list or mien that Man-
ager Eddie Kull> 'has signed for the
Mere with one or two yet to hear
from:
Catchers—Adolph Thoss, " l)urn-
sny" Burson.
Pitchers--Dester Bachman, I rub
Perdue and Harbert Whitley.
lofielders — George Williamson,




We note that one paper refused to
accept the Courier's•nickname for the
Jacloionville • team, which was the
Lunatics. This paper said that it
refereed to call us the Jacks. That
is not a good name, and besides it io
too suggestive in case the bleachers
shouldi take a notion to comment on
it. Also, supposing we should get
down on the bottom, then the unkind
fans mien say that the team more
reennbled deuces than Jacks—that is
too much.--Jac.kosdnville Courier:
The expense of the Cairo team for
the season will approximate $15,000.
This includes salaries, hotel and rail-
road hills, guarantees paid visiting
clubs, league expenses and ground ex-
penses. This figure is not high and is
based on 22 years' experience with
baseball in Cairo. Every item has
been included in the expense account.
The guarantee, and receipts abroad
and at home are to offset this $15.000
expense.—Cairo Bulletin.
Does this sum include something
like $5.000 for railroad fare for new
players during the season?
0111••••11•1•101111=111
up the new men 'Clarinets is trying
out wadi let Belt know of the ones
that look good. Conner has nearly
thirty men under contract, and while
he will use some he cannot use all
of titer", and some that are able to
deliver the goods are sure to be let
out. Belt will be in a position to
have his pick of the* men.
'Belt also has received an invita-
tion from Frank Donnelly, manager
of the 'Springfield Three Eye team,
to come over and look over his crop
of 1e06 youngsters. Donnelly has
about thirty men signed anal some
good ones be can't carry long after
the season begins.--Jackeonville
•Courier.
Atthur Quieseer, an Indianapolis
amateur, has been signed to catch
for Danville. Quiesser is a fast man
and -was recommended by Manager
Watkins of the Indianapolis Aaneican
association club. Last season he was
te. y too ofo.
quite fast enough. lie _was, sent to
the minor leagues, where he did good
work. Queisser has a brother who
is expected to be one of the regular
twirlers on the Indianapolis team this
scaeon.
•Danville seems to be getting to-
gether a good baseball team, and one
that Will bear much watching this
season. All teams, with the excep-
tion-of Mattoon, seem to be filling up
rapidly and each looks good on paper.
'With Bob Berryhill as manager, it
will not take long for Mattoon. to get
a team ready as Berrythill has a very
wide acquaintance among the players
of the country.
A baseball editor with religious
tendencies originates the following on
the first baseball game: -"The devil
was the first catcher. He coached
Eve when she stole first. Am stole
second. When Isaac met Rebecca i
at the welt she was walking with a of spectators behind. When the per-
pitcher. Sarapeon struck out a good formance was over, a rush was made
many times when he beat the Philis- by a section of the 
crowd, whose
tines. Cain made A base hit when evident intention was to 'hoist' Mr.
he slew Able. Molls made the first Sousa, but a trong police escort 
in-
run When lie slew the Egyptians. tervened, and the popular 
American
The prodigal win ;made. a borne fluid conductor got away without 
-having
Taavid was a long distance thrower, i to undergo such boisterous attention.
and M'osew shot out the Egyptians He was subjected, however, to 
a
at the Red sea. The game was called great deal of jostling, which was
neither pleasant for Mr. Sousa nor
creditable to those of his admirers
who induhted in it."
So we see that excessive popularity
three men to Mattoon at Berryhilrs 'has its penalties, even among 
the
request. This was done in accord- Scotch, whose traditional stalidity is
ance with the pledge made by Cairo generally supposed to be 
proof
that it would do everything in ite against much uncontrolled 
ebullition
power to assist the new metniberso of spitite. But American 
music has
with the understanding that when the ' swept away many notions 
formerly
season opened, n.,:-.2 quarter would be ajz,,frevalient in Europe, and 
our breth-
'eked or shown. In this respect let re across the seas now quickstep 
as
it be known that can., still retains gkefully to the Sousa tunes, as form-
its best card, being in touch With erly they glided in stately 
restraint to
players of ability, thoroughly sea_ the waltzes of Lanner and 
Strause.
soned timber, that can be secured any At The Kentucky on 
Thursday
time they are needed.—Cairo Bul- night.
letin 
i .. 
Regarding the kick of the Register
as to holiday and Sunday games be-
ing thrown to the new cities and the
poor schedule Paducah got last year
the Cairo Bulletin says: "The chair-
inaA of the schedule committee, will
see that there is no more than an
even break for any city. Arthur
Bailey, sporting editor of The Regis-
ter is not barred from entering the
list as a competitor. .!dera- here's a
chance for Artie to get ;25 easy
money which we fancy very accept-
able to any poor devil working on a
Paducah newspaper. Come on and
try your hand or forever after hold
your peace."
The sporting editor of the Register
never attempted a schedble and prob-
ably could not draw up one worth
consideration, but he does know, that
people working on it should give
every club a fair, square deal, that is
all that is asked. Such 'will also be
demanded It is easy to give one or
more cities the worst of a sehechsle
if the party framing it so desires.
There is no denying the fact that
Paducah was "held up" on the sched-
uk last year.
THEATRICAL NOTES.
when the flood came,. on account of
wet grounds."
Me. 'McCarthy yesterday released
Sousa and His Band.
John Philip Sousa bad a splendid
opportunity to .find out what a Scotch
welcome is like, during his recent en-
gagement at the Glasgow Exposition.
The Citizen, oi that city, describes
the scenes enacted at the Sousa fare-
well, as follows:
"Sousa's farewell performances at-
tracted a crowd round the North
Kiosk, the like of which has never
been seen in Glasgow • • • Much
annoyance was given at the coirclu-
sion, to those who had stood for two
hours or more, by the occupants of
the seats around the Kiosk, stand-
ing up on these, and quite eibstrdct-
ing the view of the many hundreds
Cairo learneA a lesson last year I
that 'he has not, hongotten. The I
management was kept busy all seasen
yelcasing and signing player, in order
to keep company with Pachicah and
Vincennes but never six:ace-fled. This
year, according to the Bulletin, "Cairo'
still retains its best card, being in ,
touch with players of ability, thor-
oughly seasoned Umber, that can be
secured any tine- they are needed."'
This reads like Cairo is a little doubt-
ful about. the team signed.
-Things ate rather quiet in local
ha-Rebell circles, though the work of
signing men still goes on. Although
Mianauer Belt has not given out
anything officially, it is known that
be has signed fifteen or twenty men
so far and that more are in prospect.
During Herbert's visit here the
middle of the week he had a long
confab with Belt. Herbert, is sure of
a berth on the regular Bloomington
Three Eye learnt and promised to size
B. C. Whitney's "Isle of Spice."
Miss Kettle Martz of the "Isle of
Spice" company, telly of a very pecu-
liar worship of idols, which she wit-
nessed along. the sacred road of
Nikko when she was in Japan two
years ago.
"One of the most curcatis wor-
ships in the world center, around
this idol," says Mies Martz. "Upon
the front of the idol are seen little
pieces of what appear to -he dried
bits of paper. If you stand by the
idol for a while and wait for a
worshipper to come along, you will
see the object of these: bits of paper.
;The 'devotee halts in front of the
image, then scribbles a prayer on a
scrap of paper, Which he chews tip
,into a ball and hurls at the god. if
ground there is absolutely, no hope.;
of the prayer being answered.
"Such a mode of prayer," continued
Miss Mlartz, "is more curious than
the prayer-rwtheels of the Budklhists,
Who set the Wheel revolving and reel
prayers off by machinery. One sees,
of course, numberless strange rites
connected with religion in traveling
around the world, but Japan is the
only place where deities serve as
targets for masticated prayer,. At
The Kentucky Saturday matinee and
Mildred Holliutd.
The coming of Mfildred Holland to
the Kentucky tonight in that pie-
ttirescase and beautiful romantic
drama "The Lily and The Prince"
will be not only a theatrical but a
social event in this city. Aside from
her 'work as an artist of intense
ppwer,..•Mies, ,Holland's personality
makes her almost an individual friend
oi each ono t.; auditor, Fine ha%
that magnetism of irrahner, that
merry twinkle of the eye, that delic-
ious and melodious voice, which ir.
restibly draws the individual toward
her, and makes him or her participate
in the joys or sorrows which the ac-
tress is portraying. For this reaeon
and because of her magnificent art,
Mildred Holland ranks today among
the foremost actresses of the country.
As "Angela" in "The' Lily and The
Prince" Kiss Holland has one of the
best roles she has ever created. The
part calls for the range of every
emotion, the play being justly re-
garded as one of the best examples
of romantic drama ever -written. It
is noteworthy that she is playing to
enthusiastic audienoes in every city
she visits; being the receipient of




Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Every person who sends one dol-
lar to pay for a year's subscription to
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mb., and Farm Progress, will
receive, absolutely free, a beautiful
colored picture, 2.4 by 32 inches in
dimensions, entitled "The Departure
of the Bride from the Home of
Washington."- This picture is a
direct reproduction from the cele-
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors were employed in the process.
It is made on a fine, heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hung,
a magnificent ornament for the home,
it possesses an uncommon interest to
every American, as the central figure
in it is George Washington, standing
at the portal of his Virginia horse,
biddlng adieu to be bride and bridge-
groom. The color work is highl/ or-
nate and correct in every detail, as
are the character representations,
costumes, etc.
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
oldest and best semi-weekly family
paper in the country, and Farm Prog-
ress, which is also published by The
Republic, is -he fastest-growing farm
monthly in America. Remember,
that you get both of these splendid
journals an entire year, and the beau-
tiful big colored picture, all for only
one dollar.
Present subscribers may take ad-
vantage of this offer, by sending a
dollar and having their time marked
up a year. The Republic hereby
gives _notice that this offer may be
withdrawn at any time, and those
who wish the picture should send in
subscriptions at once.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or
bank draft. Do not send- personal
checks. Write names and addresses
plainly, and address.
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.
TINE ruts
BE WISE AND GET A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT ;N FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. ' WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAII:
XVORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A






Mardi Oras At New Orleans.
For the above occasion, the Illinois
Central Railroad company will sell
tickets from Paducah to New Or-
leans and return at $15.65 for the
round-trip, tickets to be sold Feb-
ruary amt., to 26th., inclusive, and
good returning until March 3rd.. with
privilege of extention until March
17th., by depositing ticket and upon
the payment of 50 cents additional.




T. A.. Union D-pot
Low Rate to Louisville.
On account of the meeting of the
department of Superintendence-Na-
tional Education Association at Lou-
isville, the Illinois Central Railroad
company will sell tickets February
24th, 25th and 26th from Paducah at
$6.96 for the round trip, good re-
turning until March 4th.
For further information apply to
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.
G. C. VkRFIELD, T. A.,
Union, Depot.
One-Way Colonists,
One the same date, one-may !Mt-
onct class tickets will be sold at re-
duced rates to similar territory, and
to Montana, Utah, Washington and
,Oregon; also to San Francisco, Los
:Angeles and San Diego, Cal., and to
-Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.
Far further infbrmation apply to,
Y. T. DONOVAN,
it hits the face and stickle, the prayer Agent, Paducah, Ky.
is Pure to be granted and the pious G. C. WARFIELD,
C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0.





FULL LINE OF SPRING
GOODS ON DISPLAY...
S. P. POOL. L. 0. BTEPHENSC'N.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES 203-205 S. THIRD ST..




Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monioe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it














  RATL ANDTON/EDI• OmuARCHELEINEcoTERPI: 
123 N. FOURTH ST.
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg. Foreman Bros, Novelty Co ,14
PHONES 757 Incorporated.
pitgram goes away happy. But if the
ball sticks to some other portion of
the body, the omen is not quite so







Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
500 and 51, Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.







OLIVER, OLIVER & M'OREGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bent
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room 114 Fraternity huildirla
Ne1.4 Phone 114., OW Phone 30,
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five mis-




T. A., Union Depot. I• 
1 Puryear. of Abstract Cooknows
Mk. Clyde Cooper went to Nash- can discover all that is knowable Or
ville, 'Penn., yesterday on business. discoverable about your title.
Of
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paduonh, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $11515,c000
ED P. NOBLE. PRES 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes is Sr.
proof vault for rent at $3 to Sio per year as to shoe. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
 AO
We Offer $50400 Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for $10.
Credit to those who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE. BARGAINA.
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT,
....We pride ourselves in this department, which tarns out our work
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which defy
competition. We make a specialty iii repairing Fine French Clocks,
and English Hall Chintz Clocks. Clicks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver. plating at short notice and short
prices.. Diamonds reset wthile you wait. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, which is about the same
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
as
WATCH GLASSES FREE /2N OUR OPENING. TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY.
Watches cleaned and examined  75c up. Watch Hands toe up
New Mainspring, best quality 75c up. Watch Glasses IOC up.
New Cace or Hairspring 75c up. Watch Keys Se-
New Jewels, whole or cover soc •
We nre the cheapest in •aratch and Jewelry repairing in Bethnal,. AB
Highest price paid for Old Gold andwork guaranteed for one year.•ageto
A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, Manufactur ing Jeweler and Optician,
NEW PHONE, Ira R fiso BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY. I










At Register Building, 523 Broadway..
JAMES E. WILIffeLM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILH.ELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of f adu.
nth, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year $5.00
6ix Months  2.50
Three Months  1.25
One Week  .10
Anyone failing to receive this roper
regularly should report 'the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 31111.
•
Tuesday Morningr Feb. 37, igo6.
A "Wide Open" City.
The Paducah Sunahas always been
an indirect advocate •taf a "wide open"
town. It never cline out openly,
but rather intimated:that the saloons
should not be molested, and in fact
On Sunday, ,that. Anuday baseball
shoeld be left undis•turbed.
anything that would turn a dollar
inte the pocket of a centain class
should be left unlisturbecl.
Paducah has not only had open
saloons on Sunday, but saloons with
gambling and assignation houses ad-
juncts as well. Things went from
Lad to worse until the board of al-
dermen wiped out a number of sa-
loons by refusing them a license.
But they did not get /all of the wide
epen places, although things are not
as wide open as they have been. The
Sun is rthe only paper in Paducah
that did not editorially, at the time.
commend the aldermen for their ac-
tion.
What a "wide open" town means
is eltarl•y illustrated by the record of
Chicago in the past ten years. The
law was sufffhed to be violated with
impurity until now a woman or ghl
unattended is not safe on the etteets
_Of that city. Hundreds of women
have been insulted, assaulted and
murdered. Things have reached the
stage where on Sunday thousands of
Chicago's hest ,aitizene met and pass-
ed resolutions to be presented by a
committee of too citizens to the
mayor to have the laws strictly en-
forced. Steps have been taken for
organizing 10,000 men to act as. a
league to urge and work for the en-
forcement of law in Chicago. Thi;
is whim a wide on town means,
and is what a newspaper with lax
morals would have Paducah to be.
A-s. stated in the Chicago mass meet-
ing, a city gets the kind of a gov-
ernment its citizens want, and it may
be said that the newspaper 'reading
public gets the kind of a newspaper
it wants.
Red Hot Republican Fight.
The republicans in East Tennesses
are having a red hot tune. It is the
old fight between Congressmant
Brownlow and H. Clay Evans, eit-
pension comanisoioner and cx -cons u I -




fight we are for U. Clay
'and will give our reasons.
Evans was pension commis-
sionrr at Walbington he stood firm
against a raid on the treasury plan-
ned by a certain element of the G.
A. R., and succeeded-in preventing
that' hungry horde from carrying out
their designs. A mighty howl went
up, and Presicknt McKinley was
urged to remove Evans, but he would
not dio so. It took grit for Evans
to take such a stand and its an ad:
serer of ouch men we hope to see
Evans win out in his party.
A convention was held at grown-
low's borne town, Bristol, Satureay,
and according to the reports it was
it regular Music Hall affair, and
Evans was victorious., The report
(in pant says: •
'A. S. ,Gowman, a second anti-
BrownIcrw man, 'elected chairman
(Oar D. A. Vines, Brownlow's man,
who was placed. iyir nomination, and
P. J. Wofford, an anti-Brownlow
man, was elected chairman of the re-
publican executive committee of
Washington county and sworn to do
all within his power to effect Brown-
low's political undoing.
"The convention waa'in a chaotic
elate. Pistols were branslished on
every hand and Sheriff Smith and a
retinue of deputies with guns in their
hands worked for an hour i9th.'nfts7
tile effort to restore deco, ire: ist
.1; ti. **1 
that would have bees paid a private
corporation for street lights only.
A profit of $41,952 a year represents
over 4 per cent on Szapoo,000. The
city of Grand Rapid's is so well
pleased with its experiment with mu-
nicipal ownerslhip that it has bought
machinery for incandescertt
And yet five or six men in the gen-
eral coated! of Paducah think the
people of this city will stand for any
such noneense as that which they
propose to indulge in in the matter
of killing the city's light plant. and
owning over to a private cooporalion
a monopoly of the lighting in this
chy. The figures from Grand Rapids
cant be disputed; they come in an
official letter from the mayor of that
city. What Grand Rapids and hun-
dreds of other cities can do, Padu
cah can do. But not if the citizens
of Paducah will sit idly by and per-
mit otitain aldermen, to rob them oi
the opportunity to do as other cities
sic doing.
Paducah's Streit Lighting Experience
With Private Corporations.
A PROMINENT CITIZEN ANT/ OX-OFFICIAL OF ....PADUCAH
GIVES A BRIEF HISTORA OF THAT EXPERIENCE AND
GIVES A WARNING THAT PUBLIC SHOULD HEED
Paducah, Ky., Feb. 26, tgo6.
To The Reghter:
eel on gas for ,stitakt lighting, a
was to be had only from a .wirinia
private company, and the price there-
of grew so burdensome that tbelfity
was foroed to go without itteet
lighting rather than renew the ex-
pired contract. Later, electricity "Its'
street lighting began to be adopted
by manly cities; it, use was an imme-
diate success and our city, at an ex-
ceedingly trying time, financially, put
in operation the present lighting
plant, and we evolved from total
darkness into light and out of the
grasp of the Gas Company, st one
and the same time. Our citizens
hailed the now acquirement with de-
light, and justly so.
Scarcely a yea rsinoe the Radurah
Gas Light company was one firm,
or corporation, doing business at the
old stand in Paducah, and the Padu-
cah Street Railway and Lighting
company was another. These, in
some ways, were competitors for
public patronage in public mercan-
tile and residence lighting. If in-
candescent lighting hills became
burdensome the consumer could ex-
periment with gas for relief, and ii
gas was too expensive, one could
turn to electricity, etc., etc., but re-
cently a change has-aaken place and
the whole thing is uow owned and
operated by one company, or firm,
Just think of and competition has ceased. In the
!latter part of the year just past, a
half million body of citizens met at the city hall
lighting and desciresed with the msokir• the
a and -
immediate need of comanerriaLlight-
.
ing being made a part of the city's
the plarro—that is to say, that such•tna-
c'hinery should be added these° nec-
essary to forestall what a blind man
could sec coming, nainely,—non.tom-
petition rates on commercial lighting
by the new company. This 'netting
was not a secret one, and • • it
quite probable' that *9
was, the .ivicentive .the,...„Nese,t
strenuous effort oa 'thip "Oft ok,Oie
said sole owners of commercial
lighting to get a hold on the city's
lighting plant and crush ell possible
icornpetiti,on, immediate cer remote?
Isn't it strange that a man with one
eye, and an idea above a goat, catnnot
grasp this matter?
Note the persistency and anaiety
of this importunate company:
First—It must have a ten year
contract and aco lights minimum.
And it was really, taken on serious-
ly by intelligent men, but the law
forbid.
Second—It would lease the plant
yearly and contract from year to
year on a 200 light mirimenebet
this was such an apparent atteinpt at
an evasion of the law, that it was
abandoned.
Finally—A proposition for 75 lights
fot ten months of the present year.
Now, why this anxiety to get a
"toe hold" into the affairs of this
public lighting plant which is the
only electrical institution in the city
except that owned by said company?
Some days rao The Register as-
serted that the legal phase to the
lighting contract question seems to
have been overlooked. The contract
as ratified by the aldermen Friday
night is not worth the paper it is
written on.. The general council has
no power to make a contract for
such purposes except by an ordinance
duly and legally passed. If the
members/of the general council who
stem bent on rushing this matter
throtsgh will only taike time to post
up on the law, they will not be apt
to make such blunders as that of last
Friday night. It is said 'kat the at-
torneys of the lighting company are
drawing up an ordinance to cover the
cases The ordinance may be drawn,
may be passed and etill under the
law the proposed action can be nulli-
fied.
For Sale or Charter.
Sternwheel steamboat, registered
64 dons, entirely rebuilt from stem
to stern last emirate, past first in-
spection Sept. 15th; boat is 97x27%-
x4.1/sfeet; engines 10x3Y2 feet, 2 boil-
ers 38 inches ckiatnetierx22 feet, allow-
ed 157 pomade', deems 22 incises light.
Address W. D. Reeves Lumber Co.,
Helen; Ark.
—Sam Fields has resigned as sub-
stitute mail catrier at the poatoffice
here and returned to his former
home in Benton. Hie is succeeded
bete by Elmer Hollia, who has been
clerking at the St. Nicholas.
hid skull fights and riots were on
veery hand. Boownlow's son-in-law,
M. A. Pritchart, and several Evans
men were in a /lively fight.
"The republican party in the First
congressional district was split in
twain yesterday and of the 3,000 peo-
ple present it was estimated that over
2,000 were against Brownlow. The
flea against the rule of the big boss
has begun in this distinct and it was
statred by iton. A. J. Taylor, a
prominent republican, who said io the
convention yesterday that twenty to4
one of the republicans in Washing-
ton county were in favor of Evans
and against Brownlow, • Wright and
his rule."
•
Grand Rapids Street Lights.
In today's Register is published a
hater from Mayor Street, of Grand
Rapid's, Mich., in which he states
that his city owns the electric plant
and furniSh 736 arc lamps for
streets at a, cost of $50 each per year.
The $50 includes interest on invest-
ments, depreciation and every possi-
ble item of expense. Ten .ears ago
that city was furnished street lights
by a private corporation at $107 per
lamp per year, or over clout& the
price that the city is hlow furni4ling
its own lights. The 736 lights at
Grand Rapids, if furnished by a priv-
ate corporation at $107 per light,
would have cost $78,752 per year, or
$787,52o for ten years The city
furnishes 736 lights at $5o each or
$36,800 per year, or $368,00o for ten
years, making a saving to the city, of
$41.952 per year or a saving to tie!
city wider municipal ownership of
$419,520 in ten years.
it! that city saves a
dollars in twelve years on
the streets alone. That half
lion dollars represents profits
In the many refereoces to the
burning questions-that of "forming.
out" street lightifift-nO4111ng hillIPbeen
said of its histeraesa'Fikie would en-
lighten, and is Ilemerulagially ognlined
together with some views upon this
subject.
Some years asp Pillocah nd-
this
It is for the purpose, and that only
of wiping out every vestige of op-
Portunity of future competition --in
commercial lighting, and at the same
dime to put the city, for street light-
ing, baek into the hendi of that cor-
poration,—under other owniershigae-
from whicih to escape we passed
through a baptism of fire and Joint-
There can be no excuse for •fht
board of aldermen of the general
council entertaining any sort of prop-
osition from this company for street
lighting, in whole or in part, and un-
der no conditions will any contract
made with this company go into ef-
fect until every avenue of legal re-
straint has been exhausted.
Why will this private lighting
company take on a 75 light contract
for only ten motile's? Any money in
it to the company? Nothing to
speak of.
Is our present street lighting so
had that charitable emotions actuate
this company in consenting to just
help out i,o an emergency? Or is
not fief desire uppermost in the
niinch of the directory of this com-
pany to outwit the directory of the
corporation of the city of' Paducah,
the general council (they have meas-
ured lances with a portion thereof
and routed them) and bring about:
Firet—A postponement of ths re-
pair and renewal of the city's light-
ing plant so that in the ensuing year
this will be in greater decay than at
present .
Second—With a selected circuit of
75 lights this company will install
the latest up-to-date lamps, put on
extraordinary power, maintain it at
all hazard. for ten months from a
well equipped plant, and therehe
make a glaring contrast between it.
lights, thus furnished, and the great-
er number supplied by %ld out-of-chase
lamps and a plant short on povor
being out of repair.
Thad—Gaining this comparisnn;
deferring repairs to the city plant;
ingrating themselves into the good
will of the thoughtless, a "toe hold"
is thereby secured by which the city's
plant may be more easily overcome;
private ownership prevail, and then
comes the squeeze.
11...et us hope that the lower board
II save the city from thit disinter
writer has been a public servant.
a believes that it is the desire of
such to, at all tomes, serve the con-
stituency to the best of his abil:ty.
He believes that, in Paducah at
hest, all 111(11 now in public affairs
ale honest, but in the question here
emitted there is but one side, and.
the people's side is, so manifeoly
plain, that a doubt of the ms :eat
capacity of one who votes agonst
his constituency, comes unbidden.
Let us hope that the lower board
will reprove the aldermen through
the exercise of better judgment, and
go forward with the ineeent plan of
lighting, demonstrating what has
been made public "that this has been
mismanaged," and that the cost per
light in the pait is no guide for the
future under business control.
Finally, if the general council in-
sists upon "farming out" any mu-
nicipal department, isn't it a public
confession of lack of confidence in




and a night session, tonight being
for committee reports. -
The rules committee takes charity
of all legislation pn and after Friday
and members lire hustling to get
Judge W. M. Reed Will Get their measures through before then.Head's bill providing for superin-
tendent of printing was reported fa-
vorably from the appropriations corn
mittee having already been reported
from the printing committee also the
senate bill raising Ed Leigh's salary




ABLY IN THE HOUSE.
House Is Holdifw Two Sessions a




Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 26.!-The sen-
ate today passed. the' bill permitting
cities of the second class and fiscal
courts to increase the salary of cir-
cuit judges. This bill effects -Judge
Reed at Paducah. The same hill has
been reported favorably in the
house.
/ The house today continued delib-
'erat'ions on the revenue bill. The
section raising saloon license was
solight tor he amended to the present
sum but was voted down. The ealas
makes it a225 per year.
Head today introduced a concur-
rent resolution providing for a com-
1
mission, to draw up a new printing
law to be submitted to the neat leg-
ielature. The' resolution bill lies,
over one day.' .
The hots* has gotten down to
business, ding 'two SeS,11002 daily
New Factory Now Ready
too girls wanted. Clean work
and good wages,. Apply Mergen-
thaler-Hortem Basket Co.
WEATHER.
The elements yesterday and last
night presented quite a change as
compared with the past week be-
cause for a number of days it has
been quite balmy and pleasant, even
unto making 'heavy clothing uncom-
fortable. Yestenday morning day-
light appeared quite chilly, wihile a
stiff wind sprung up from the North
and brought a rain and decline for
the thermometer. Later in the day
the rainfall became quite heavy but
checked up late in the afternoon,
when the severest part of the sudden
change arrived. The wind last night
for a while blew very strong right
from the • North, accompanied by
pain, sleet and snow. The latter
melted on touching the ground, but
.is wren in the dry places.. This.
morning at geeo o'clock the wind
'anis !nil strong, hut not so mu& as
earlier in the night. The thermdln-
eter a' 2:30 p'ciock registered 30 de-
grees above zero, quite a fall from
Sunday, and was steadily on, the de-
cline.
NOW ORGANIZING
BANKERS AND OTHERS AS-
SEMBLED* AT MEMPHIS
YESTERDAY.
Lawyer L. K. Taylor There Grad-
ually Perfecting Arrangements
for Completion.
'Yesterday afternocan at the Arling-
ton hotel in Memphis, Tenn., a meet-
ing was held by the capitalists and
bankers of that place and other
and much done towards effecting or-
ganizing of the $1o,00cs000 eomoany
being engineered by Lawyer L. K.
Taylor, of this city, and Which coins
pany looks to the end of controlling
the cotton market of the world., And
more especially the South. Mr. Tay-
lor has been at Miemphis for Several
days now and is meeting uith much
enconragement, as mat city being the
center for the cotton business the
business men rischity see the feaSibil-
ity of the gigantic proposition that
has been quietly worked on for the
past year by Mt. Taylor.
'Sunday's Memphis Connnercial-Ap-
peal devoted several columns to the
scheme and quotes Ills. Taylor's part
as follows:
"The plan is very simple," said Mr.
Taylor, in explaining the method of
how the output would be controlled
by the company. "The farmers have
agreed to store their cotton in pur
warehouses, which is graded and
classified by. an expert. We in turn
give 'him a warehouse receipt which
is negotiable, on which we will ad-
vance him money or he can get it
from his bank. We hold' the cotton
ubtil the consummer is willing to
pay the price demanded by the Na-
tional Farmers' union, which has a
membership of over 315,000. It does
not make any difference how much
that is to us, we rsoeive a certain
amount for storage. We vill have
the cotton graded by experfs so that
the purchaser who buys the cotton
will know that he is getting what he
has ordered. We realize that we will
have to have inoo,000 bales of cotton
in our warehouses, hut as ever 315,-
000 growers have pledged themselves
to turn their cotton to us and as each
grower will average at least five
bales, we can easily control that
amount. You perhaps might think
that the grower will not hold up to
the pledge, but there is little doubt
but that he will when he knows that
he can get a far better price than he
is getting at present. Then too, his
cotton is stored in fire-proof ware-
hoeses. We will advance him as
the Farmers' Union has set the price
for the sale of the cotton less 6 per
cent, interest and a reasonable rate
of storage, covering cost of insurdnce
and cost of maintaining the chain of
warehouses, The banks will advance
'him money if he needs it, for ith
`the employment of expert graders,
the banker wiWt know that thole is
so mess-h cotton of such a grade, in
our warehouse, by the warehouse re-
ceipt which is made out payable to
bearer with such precautions taken
as to insure that it is presented by
the one who owns it."
"When the cotton has reached the
prier set by the Farmers' ninon the
cotton is *old, or as In1041 as there
is a &inland for mall circulars are
sent to the hanks- and growers who
have warehouse receipts that so much
or all of a certain grade of cotton is
*old, for which his receipts falls fur.
He is paid according to the percent-
age of cotton sold. These receipts
are in form of contracts between the
grower and the (warehouse.
"We also intend to carry our awn
insurance," continued Mr. Taylor,
"while the keit by fire will he made
up by the small amount charged the
grower for the insurance-of his cot-
ton. For instance, if a warehouse
shateld laon down at Memphis, the
grower who deposited his cotton in
that warehouse is paid by the price
set 'by the National Fliftnefe associa-
the ekficit made up by the
lasuranee charged all growers all
over the country.
"In addition to the holding of the
cotton for higher prices," said Mr.
Taylor, "we will have a better crop
statistical 'bureau than the gemerp-
tnent has, a, secretary of each local
(warehouse will be required, to send
into the head'quatersr at Metnphis *
report of the crop condition in his
particular locality. So we will be
posted at all timers as to the supply."
When asked as to how he proposed
to float so gigantic a company, he
said:
"We expect to experience little, or
no trotible on that .score. The plan
of subscribing the shack will be as
thit of running the company. In
every locality avihere we-deem best to
locate a warehouse we will say to
the citizens that we will build a
warehouse in their town which will
cost, say $5,ono, if they will subscribe
for an equal amount of stock If
they refuse we will place the ware-
house in another town. There *re
few towns which -could refuse to turn
dawn such a proposition as a ware-
bowie would naturally bring the cot-
ton growers:to that particular sec
4i0D. A large part of the stock has
already been subscribed for, while
other Tarts of it will be placed on
the Market late and elsewhere."
POPIIIAR
BRICKMASON
(ontinued From First Page.)
bacitiversa."Dave Augustus of Owens-
boro, Ky., James Augustus, of Mein-
phis, and tiarry Augustus, of here.
His three sisters are Miesdames Allie
McCord and Jack Burks, of this city,
and Hattie Davidson of up the Ten-
nessee river.
Augustus wie4 very popular with
everybody who found in him a moat
congenial man who had hut his one
fault,4that of hard dritrk. He was a
leaden' in Cite Brick.layges' union and -
Ittfong littaltized labor advocate.
The coroner's jury retailed the
'following verdict on finishing with
the - inquest:
, The Verdict.
We, the jury enmaneled, after hav-
ing viewed the remains and heard the •
nidence, find the, body before us of
William Augustus 'came to his death
b?1 ,kinfaffifalehon the head with
Wine blunt instrument in the hands








WIFE OF CONSTABLE SHEL-
TON HURT WHILE EX-
TINGUISHING LAMP.
Mr. John Keithley Fell From Second I
Story Door at Hall Home—
Others Injured.
The wife of Constable A. C. Shel-
ton is suffering di from a painfully
bunted arm at their halve in Hays
avenue, in Mechanicsburg, a, resok
of a lamp over turning from the
'lesser last evening in their bedroom.
The lamp fell off to the floor and
Mrs. Shelton grabbed up a' cloth with
which to extinguis'h the blase that
flared up and endangered the house
from a fire. Her sleeve ignited and
painfully seared the ties)) befars os•
tinguished.
Badly Injured.
Early Sunday morning Eit,neer
Joseph Flascle of 33o North Fourth,
heard groins outside his windoe. and
thinking someone was, in his yard,
telephoned Lieutenant Potter and '
Officer Cross, of the ptki:e kr,
who rushed down and found instead
of anyone being in the engineer's
yard. that Mr. John Keithiey was ly
ing main the hard brick pavement
surrounding the H. F.. Hall home,
next door where, Mr. Keithley rooms.
It developed (hat he suffers from -
paralysis, rooms on the second floor
of the Hall residence. end while
standing in front of an open door up-
stairs, toppled out and saruck the
pavement below with force sufficient
to rendet them insensible for two -
hours, when he came to and cried for
help. He was picked bp and carried
into his room. lie is 6o year's old,
and hardy injured, perhaps fatatly.
Child /E; Arm.
Flora, the • ro-jear-old girl of MT.
W. H. Williams, of flog South Fourth, s
fell and broke her arm Sunday while, -
playing.
Both Legs Broken.
George Mittendolp, of :terns% the
civil", several days ago had both legs
broisen by a falling tree catching
him.
• Voice By Wire
(Continued, From First Page.)
teen heavy..wires have been run from ,
over the pulpit, out like the spokes
of alruggy wheel, above the seats,
abli.eallied to the rear wall every-
few feet apart. These wires were
put* up Bawdily by Foreman Bros.,.
Ilteff Snightie many stated they noticed
the spea- Icing Gould be heard more
clear and distinct dining Dr. Newell's
sermon,
A number of churches over the
cottettry4ge tried this experiment
and found11`worked well, the wires
tending I: rilir 
voice down and
-east"; •of the hou.sde,
eattlffUtiOn ..T4ie Methodist peo-
ple 'here will continue the wire sys-
tem and see if the same effect cannot
be prove 'tier the local /hutch.
This is rst that the occasion
ever arose 'here for anything of that
hind to he attempted in Paducah, and
the church offireti hope to attain
their desired end. It has always
been quite an effort for any preacher
to speak with any satisfaction in this.
pulpit. , , I
For Sale.
tOer'téowla df 'Airy heating' and cooler
stove wood $1.25 per twodiorsie load
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Paducah, 
uhcatz t  odecideddev0 teo od iusrceontIrneu ee 
theenergies 
e  Tees tti 1 oursale  f aocft oFrir all urniture i I;The Grandest Opportunity close out our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Third
Ever Offered, street at COST. This is a bonafide sale of an immense stock of Furniture AT COST.1 It is going to be sold at once: The 'greatest opportunity ever offered Paducah house-
.  keepers to furnish up. Everyerything marked in plain figures. Come early and avoid
, the rush. Terms of sale Cash. THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPANYTWO STORES-414416 and 207-213 SOUTH THIRD ST.
RIDGE'S SALARY
THE FISCAL COURT CAN SUP-
PLEMENT SALARY
HERE.
There Was Adopted Yesterday *
' the Senate the Bill • Madam
These PrOeitdons.
Yesterday at Ailaaplafort tOe state
senate adopted the bill introducedem-
powering the fasciO court of Mc-
Cracken county to supplement the
salary of ',wage, W ' eed of the
circuit couro Olive
long since bee? Spallaiede Vanua's he
smite authority to the other judicial
dlistricts having second class cities in
them
At present Judge Reed receives a
salary of $3,000 a year for holding
eke - circuit courts in this district,
which includes.McCracken aad Mar-
shall counties. Now this bill given
its initial eivactment at the state
4 capitol, empowers the fiscal courts
.4 of the counties in the district to sup-
plement the salary of the judge, or
pay him out of the county funds what
• they think he should receive, in addi-
Orin to the $3.000 the state pays him.
The judges of the judicial districts in-
cluding the other second class cities,
receive $5,000 per year for their ser-
vices, but it is not known what addi-
tie; will be paid Judge Reed, whose
di ict is one_of the most important,
IS Mid Satire coortnonwealth, and
'Whose services it is thought are
oweoth $5,000 at least.
This bill provides that either the
• fiscal court of this county, or legis-
lative boarcts of this city, can fix the
supplemental salary. Marshall coun-
ty has nothing to do with it, because
ninestenalis of the litigation comes
from this city and McCracken county,
therefore it would not be fair for
Marshall to be asked to supplement
any part of the judge's salary.
WOMAN TRUSTEE
MISS BELVA BROACH, TOOK
CHARGE OF FERGUSON
ESTATE.
Kline Mattress Factory Outfit Will
Be Sold to Satisfy Judgments--
Suit of Furniture Account.
*Yeeterday oet noon E. W. Bagby,
• of the bankrupt court returned from
attorney, where he took up the Ryan
Ferguson proceedings. The credit-
ors did not show up to elect their
trtmetee to take charge of the.estate
and look after their intereoso to
Referee Bagby 'elected Noss Beteg
Broaoh to officiate in this (opacity.
Although a lady, she has occupied
trusteeships in a number_ of cases
heretofore and given utmost satisfac-
tioh. Ferguson gives no assets in




Nathan Kahn and Charles Gridley
•appraised the mattress factory outfit
of W. D. Cline, who formerly con-
.v
-- -
ducted an establishment at Third and
O'hio greets but moved to the Indian
Territory.• He left" the machines and
everything here in hie old stand and
As; appraisers valued the property at
$7400. Tixhvy it will be sold by Sher-
iffolobb Ogilvie to the (highest bid-
det tinder court orders. The C. L.
Green company filed suit against
Cline and got judgment for $1,100,
claimed due for machines and other
things Caine bought of them. Now
the outfit is to be sold in order to
pay off as much of the judgment as
possible. Yesterday Q. Q. Quig-
ley got out a distress warrent against
Cline for $35 due Quigley for houst
rent. The distress money has to be
paid off first and the balance then
applied to the Green judgment.
Magisterial Covet.
Justice John J. Bkich yesterday
commenced ;holding his monthly term
of magisterial court and ts disposing
of the cases rapidly.
Sued on Account.
In the circuit court yesterday F.
N. Gardner filed suit against R. E.
lieBoe for $147 claimed due for fur-





Marshal Charles McNutt Returned
to Wickliffe from Murph,ysboro,
Lk, With Young Howard.
This morning Berry Smith, color-
ed, was brougbt in loom Fulton, Ky.,
where he yesterday sva ',arrested on
a warrant issued against him here,
charging 'him with taping Nancy
Smith, wife of George Smith, color-
ed, at the latter's home in the Tenth
end Husbands street neighborhood.
The accused was caught in that eita
and will be arraigned in the ootart
here today for trial.
Berry Smith is an Illinois Central
railroad brakeman and boarded with
George Smith, Who also brakes for
that road. Nancy Smith claims that
one night last . week while her hus-
band was out on this run that Berry
Smith, the boarder, took a rasor and
'threatened 'her life- at the home if
she did not submit to his desires.
Fearing for her safety she (Sid as
compelled and when her 'husband
came home Informed him of the act,
and the warrant was gotten. The
accused skipped out, but was caught
yesterday at Fulton and brought
back -here.
Howard Brought Back.
Marshal Merles OleNiitt, of May
field yesterday mooting returned
from Wickliffe, where be carried the
oong fellow Howard, who is charg-
ed with .tiossatiking a young` white
ieoinan io Ballard county. The mar
shal located Howard in Carbondale.
Ill., two weeks ago and had him at-
rested and taken to Murphysboro,
where he was held until Officer Mc-
Nutt could come back and get re-
quisition papers necessary to bring
him back into this state. The doc-
uments have now come ,and Howard
taken to Wickliffe, Sunday where he
was locked up for trial. He is a
pretty desperate young fellow and
took several chances to escape, but
the Officer kept a close-watch on him




....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Lcader" for the dealer.
D. It BALDWIN & CO.




J. R. NORFLEET GOT AWAY
FROM THE COUNTY JAIL.
Patrol Wagon Overturned Yester-
day Down About Eighth and
Burnett—Polka Business.
41•••••••41.
J. R. Niorfleet is missing irom the
county jail and has not yet been
caught. He got away last Saturday
while the jailer had his back turned.
It seems Northers wife called at the
iail to see ;him and they were accord-
ed the freedom of ilhe hall. About
this timeojailer Eaker was called to
the telephone which fis in the little
room to the right hand side of the
main enerance. While the jailer was
in there with his back turned, Nor-
fleet slid quickly out of the front
Oloor, darted around the corner, over
the fence and down the street at
breakneck 'peed He was out of
sight by the time the jolter finished
talkistg. He is the 'fellow charged
with forging the name of others. to
checks and getting Grocer Wm.
Schroeder and Grocer Frank Rodfas
to cash them.
Wagon Overturned.
Yesterday at noon the patrol wag-
on turned over near the Smith &
Scott tobacco factory, at Eighth and
Burnett etreete, while Officers Hill
and Ferguson were inside with two
prisoners, but nobody was hurt. The
darkies were Gabe Fletcher and
Jonas Smith.
Smith had been arrested for hay'
ing trouble with Fletcher, and Driv-
er Austin had to take the wagon
through the muddy commons to get
to them so as to grim, the prisoners
to jail. At a point where the com-
mon was vory muddy, the wheel, on
one side sank so far down into the
mud that the waoon toppled over on
its Ode, with the two officers and
Smils inside. They all crawkd out
and righted the wagon. While doing
this Fletcher came along and was
arrested also. The tongue of the
wagon wasbroloen and a new one
had Of be put On. The prisoners did
not get away but were brought on
down to jail.
. -Drunkenness Charged.
Will Cordon, colored, was locked
up by Officers Hurley and Singery
on the charge of being drunk
Horse and Saddle.
Yesterday a stray. 'horse with sad-
dle on was taken up and placed in
the Arable of Mr. John W. Keller,
of West Broadway, who then noti-
fied the police so the owner can
come and get the animal that was
loitering around out in that neigios
borhoods
Bold Attempt.
Sunday night about 9 o'clock while
Dr. M. E. Tate and wife were at
the fornaer's drug store at Eleventh
and Jackson, they sent the latter's
brdtaier, Mt. Rex Woolfolk down to
theits.lonneetote Jackson, to see if
everything was( all right, they hav-
ing gone away without locking the
front door. Young Woolfolk no,
sooner got inside the darkened home
than -he he.ard a knock at the rear
door and anowerect it. As he opened
it someone grabbed him from behind
and tried to choke 'nine but after sev-
eral minutes fierce wrestling Wool-
folk got away and, grabbing kis gun
fired several Awes at the burglar *ho
Sad out the back door. It then
developed that robbers had 'entered
the horm that was being ransacked
when Woolfolk cowed. From in-
side the house one of them knocked
cm the tear door, and then stepping
into the dark, waited until Woolfolk
passed him to open the; door, When
the intruder grabbed aim fimtn rear
in the- tall. After the burglar de-
camped it was seen they had ransack
ed a front room, but nothing is mise-
ed. The officers quickly responded
but could not find any suspicious
characters around there.
—Yesterday the incoming Cairo
and Brookport trains began; stop-
ping at Eleventh and Broadway and
will continue this indefinitely. --
-A burning flue Sunday morning
at 8:3o o'clock called tie depart-
ments to A. L. RagtedideO Mole,
1211 North Slarett, while
at 6:45 p. im that day an oil lamp
ionsteidi rthe awning in ;front of Car-
poral's fruit stand, at 321 Broadway
and sommoned the department. No
losses of any consequence 'happened
at either piece.
SHOES
MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE Si-,
CURED FOR $2.00, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FM
OUR LINE OF SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR.
WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND EVERY
PAIR IS WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE SHOE
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICJI ARE
DEPENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEE.
BETTER COME IN AND LOOK AT THEM TODAY, YOUR

















IF' YOU ARE DISSATISFIEDin any particular with the classof Job Printing you hove been
getting, push the button and our
reptiammtativs will appear. New
typefaces and machinery in the
has* thorouV competent
wakens C111110t lo ¢ro&ct
thellieked, effect. Proof el all
*bee dilimiltted for your ap-
proved.  • • • •
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S. 4th St. Phone I058R
SUPERVISORS
TELEPHONE QUESTION WILL
NOT BE ••., TAKEN UP
RIGHT AWAY.
Effterts to "Oust" the Company From
Doing Business Here Will Be
Redoubled.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday stated
there was necessity in calling tlo
board of oity supervisors together
vigil'. away so they can. aga:n
up the question pertaining to vall
(ion ‘of the Cumberland Telephols•
conniarty's plant. He said that lie
would ;aseemble the body shortly and
let them do What they wanted Oro;
it
It is probable, however, that ITI
change whatever will made in th:
figures, which; raised the valuation
of he combined properties of this
telephone company from $4o,000 to!
$100,000. The supervisor!, have ex-
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 22
Don Gilberto was the happiest
man in America, because his
• birthday came the same day as
George Washington's, and he was
70 years old. "This is a great
country, we Americans!"
I AM HAPPIER THAN JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER WITH
HIS MILLIONS, BECAUSE I AM ONE OF THE 2 PER CENT.
THAT HANDLES NOTHING BUT PURE WHISKY THAT IS
DRANK IN THE UNITED STATES. I HANDLE NOTHING
BUT BONDED GOODS BOTTLED IN BOND BY THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA. REMEMBER THAT TODAY AT
WASHINGTON, D. C., THE HON. EDMUND WASTON TAY-
.,,LOR, 0 FFRANIEFORT, KY , IS MAKING A GREAT FIGHT
FOR EVERY DRINKING MAN IN AMERICA, TO SEE THAT
THEY GET PURE WHISKY TO DRINK.
BELOW I QUOTE YOU A FEW OF HIS REMARKS TO
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:
Washington, D. C., Feb. 21, 1906.—
Representing straight whisky distil-
lers, Hon. Edmund Watson To;'
Frankfort, Ky , sari "That 95 per
cent of so-called whisky on sale is an'
imitotion made by blenders, posing as
distillers Only 5 per cent, of
straight .-Oisky, aged in its integrity
reaches the consumer and only 2 per
cent, reaches the public under the
green guarantee stamp applied and
Don Gilberto is one of this 2 per
cent, selling the pure whisky in Amer-
ica under the green guarantee stamp
over the cork, under the bottled in
bond act.
"Distillers favor this bill; rec-
tifiers and compounders oppose
it, because they need no dis-
tillery, but merely a vat for
mixing neutral spirits and
chemicals.. The rectifier is al-
lowed to spuriously imitate.
makes TEN BARRELS OUT
OF ONE, and object to the
public knowing the nature of
their product."
• ,ON THURSDAY I GAVE MY 'DISTILLER ANOTHER OR-
DER FOR THE SECOND THOUSAND CASES OF THE CELE-
BRATED WILLOW SPRINGS SOUR MASH WHISKY, DIS-
TILLED BY A. CUMMINS, COON HOLLOW, NELSON COUN-
TY, KY.
MY REDUCED PRICES ON THIS CELEBRATED WHISKY
IS AS FOLLOWS:




With Shamrock Behind it. Hurry back,
Yours truly,
116 S. 4th St. DON GILBERTO
•
preseed themselves as believing thie Asked if 'his • company intended doing
is a low a figure and should remain anything towarda abiding by the
standing. Haws and buying a franchise. He
Lawyer W. A. Berry, of the tel.,- said this question was being handled
phone ecnniPatiT, is asking the legis- lby those 'higher than he in authority
lative boards to Set the supervisors and he did not know what their 11 xt
again take up the telephone assess- move would . be.
ment, informed those bodies that the
supervisors wanted time to bear the
coniefiny's representatives present
their resoons for desiring a rrf{"7
tian. The supervisors say they never
expressed any desire to have the
Matter referred back to them again,
and they decided nest to meet to taSs
up the proposition utileas the may ,.
called' them together.
The efforts to "oust" this company
from doing business 'here will be re,
doubled num, by the city atithor;t7,:s Called - Off Indefinitely.
siike the telephone company abso- , the Odd Fellows lodges Of the city
luaely relives to come to any kind lied intended giving a big ball some-
. tertne whatever. The beat legal tin' near Easter but this has been
t possible will be procured to pooponed inekfinitely, became the
jsli forward the litioation and iirpke entire time of the nsembete is bei
th (-totem come to time or ; ae. taken up arranging for the big If-
of the- city. -rmate 'meeting that will be




On account of the hard rainfall and
inclemency of the eather in eneral
else dance intended; for last night by
the woodmen of the World w-as post-
poned. until next seek, when it will
be given at the hall of Wes; Flowers
above the Brunswick Poll room an,i
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Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands -
The First American life In- ;
surance Co. The Company that *C
HAS EARNED MORE
4.f  for Policy-holders
I HAS PAID MORE
• to Policy-holders
r. AND HOLDS MORE .f
for Policy-holders
Than any other Compay in the
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XIII MOOSE FOR PICTURES I
Cliew Brunswick Guides Bewail the
Desecration of Canaan
Woods.
Canaan woqds have been desecrated,
tthe guides and residents of the prov-
dace believe. They have been opposed
Ito the invasion of hunters, but when
*moving picture machine was brought
into the :tocrect prei-zervc er
'they felt that all bounds had been
lpassed.
The Canaan woods, a vast tract in
the heart of New Brunswick, probably
'contains more moose than any other
!tract of the same extent in the world.
-Some weeks ago a party came here
grom Boston in a private car and there
twas much speculation concerning the
arms of a queer looking machine that
_flormed part oj the outfit, Dr. Heber
With-op, a railroad man, of Boston, who
has visited the Canaan woods regular-
ly for several seasens, was the leader
of the party, and with him were R. E..
lrollett, head of the New England Fish
and Owe association; C. Everett
Johnson, F. T. Marten, artist, and G.
W. Bitzer, of New York, and Barrie B.
Coe, of l3oston.
"Must be one of them ()ening guns,"
said Charley Coates, viewing a strange
piece of apparatus. Charley's opinion
was accepted and loud murmurs of pro-
test arose, until it was explained that
the strange thing was a moving-picture
machine. The party proceeded to Jim
Ityder's camp, far back in the woods
an one of the lakes.
Mr. Follett and Mr. Johnson spent
one -.light la a crows' neat canine
asoose. About daybreak one or the
guides hurried into the camp with the
sews that moose were answering their
eels. The picture machine was bur-
gled out to the crows' nest, but John-
eon and Follett had already gilled a
2,1100-pound bull, measuring 54 inches
-wrote; the antlers. They went through
the motions of killing the huge animal
'again for the benefit of the picture
machine.
Dr. Bishop had even better luck; he
was paddling in a birch bark Canes
with two guides when a moose came
swimming toward the craft around a
point. The picture nachine happened
to be set up on shore, and an excellent
picture of Dr. Bishop killing the ani-
mal war taken. This was his twenty-
eighth moose. A mile of film was ex-
posed, making between 0,000 and 50,-
600 single pictures.
QUEER PARISIAN RESORT.
Restaurant Where the "Arboreal"
Tendency of Man Is Ca-
tered To.
A shrewd but unscientific person
once complained that Darwin had
emitted fro mhis "Descent of Man" one
of the principal facts which would sup-
port his theory of an "arboreal ances-
tor," and that was the inherent pro-
pe--•fy of mankind to climb trees, says
the .sTew York Tribune.
Whether this proclivity shows de-
epen:, from some simian ancestor who
"aightly climbed his family tree, and
an the top reposed," one may leave
'Darwinians and nnti-Darwinians to de-
side, but the fact that "Robinson," the
extraordinary Paris suburb of dwell-
ing' and restaurants in trees, has ex-
tested for over half a century, and still
flourishes, may be taken as proof that
the mania for tree climbing endures.
"Robinson" was discovered in the,.
year 1848 by a man named Guesquin.
It was then a wild and unfrequented
spot, seven miles south of Paris, and a
mile or two from the pretty little vil-
lages of Sceaux and Fontenayaux-
Roses. A lane ran along the side of it
bill a little below the summit, and was
bordered by a huge elm anti chestnut
tree—an odd corner of the great forest
which once encircled Paris for many
He bought some land thereentirely for
his own benefit, and not for that of his
rare guests, nailed beams to the largest
'limbs of the stateliest tree on his tiny
estate, some 30 feet above the ground,
and on these erceted a summer house
reached by a wooden stair, where he
eould sit of an evening to smoke his
pipe and enjoy the lovely view of the
Seine valley.
Being hardly more than a couple of
hours' walk from the great University
of the Sorbonne, it chanced that a stu-
'dent who was taking a walk one Sun-
day afternoon found out th spot, was
pleased with R. and came again, bring.
lag some of his comrades. They in
turn told others, and in a few weeks
Guesquin's aerial restaurant became a
favorite resort of tbe collegians.
Pulque Brandy.
Pulque brandy is described as a dia-
bolical decoction from a species ot
cactus that if left on a deeert island
by itself would raise a riot. Fortu-
nately for elvilizaelon, this fiery pe
lion has not become an article of oom•
merce, but Is distilled and drunk by
low-grade Mexican half-breeds and
renegade whites of cild Meek)°, who
can lay claim to a useful place in
nature only by exterminating eac.n
other.—Portland Oregonian.
Salt Beef Barred.
Ii Indicative of the udicial changes that
are being made in the British navy is
this recent statement by the admiralty:
"No more contracts for supply of salt
beef have been entered into, as it has
;been decided to abolish this article
of diet." Cold storage inked the place
of the beef barrel.
Touched Him.
"Did that magnetic healer do you
good?"
"Yes, he did mo good and plenty;
merely touched me, and made me give
no five dollars."—Apagtap Post.
HAND-PRESSED LEMON OIL YOUNG MAN FROM JAPAN.
Only Way of Extracting the Flavor- Knew But Few Words of English
Yet Knew How to Be
Polite.
ing Me ter from the Rind
oZ the Fruit.
"This oil of lemon," said the spice
merchant, "is an exquisite thing. ft is
hand-pressed—pressed by hand out of
lemon rind. Smell it."
The odor of the clear oil, says our
tutormant, s:•ggested sunlit lemon
groves miles la extent on a mountain
side overlooki- g t,he blue sea.
"l'll tell you how the oil of lemon it
extracted," he „aid. "A man sits with
a sponge in o le hand and a piece of
fresh lemon p.2s1 in the other. He
presses the we' against the sponge
Oving It finali,, a certain difficult awl
dextrous twist, and this breaks the
cells in the rit'd, and the oil—there's
only a half drop of it—comes reluce
wetly out upon the sponge. •
• 'When the sponge has taken up the
lribblings of alnut a hundred rinds, it
Is wet enough to be squeezed out. Az
ounce or so of clear and fragrant oil
t hen flows from it.
"There is no to extract this oil
within a leme I except by squeez-
ing and twist,: rind by hand. It
takes the tenths of about 1,200 lemons
to make one pound of oil. .
"Did you, by the way, ever watch s
bartender hold a pl'ee of lemon Peel
over a cocktall, and give the peel a
sudden, quick twist! Well, he wae
then flavoring the necklet' with oil ol
lemon, though the quantity he extract
eri was so small as to be quite invisi-
ble.
"Imagine doing that bartender teeter
until you had collected a quart or so o:
this rare oil."
-ENTED LUBRICATING OIL.
.ad for the Bearings of the Deli-
cate Drills Employed by
Dentists.
"No. we don't perfume axle grease.
enr do we scent the on used on the
Journals of freight cars" said the deal
tc, "but there is one lubricating oil
that we do scent, mid that is the fine
oil used on der:Wats' drills.
"Such drli8, tiny little dril:s of beau-
,iful workmanslIp. are made nowa-
days for use in every possible position.
There are drills thee, project from the
shaft at a right angle, this being made
1,...14sibte by tie daintiest little bevel
gearing you ever saw, within the drill
head. Others are set at an obtuse
any' s, and others, again, are set at an
acute angle.
"With one or ano'her of these vari-
ous drills you can drill out a hole in
any tooth in any direction, up or down
or from the front or the back or the
side, but of course the little drills
wouldn't run smoothly or nicey with-
out lubrication, and you wouldn't want
to put fish oil in a patient's mouth,
already suffering enough, probably.
"So here is where scented lubricat-
ing oil Is used, on dentists' drills—onl
the solid part, within tne casing that
constitutes the handle, attached to the
end of the flexible shaft and on the
dainty gearing at th3 head of the drill
itself—tine oil that is scented nth
Just a touch of attar of roses.
DOG'S NAME IN DIRECTORY
_
Utica List Contains One with Occu-
pation Giver. as That of
Watchman.
"Robert Badgero. watchman. No. 39
West street," is the way it read In the
Utica city direotory, and the woman
who respowlea to the bell cen•told
the man at the dobr that "Bob" was in
says the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
"I'd like to see him," remarked the
caller, for he was in search of a water,
man for his establishment.
"Here Bob! , here Bob!" called the
woman, and a lively bull terrier rusheJ
Int() the hall.
And then the woman laughed, tot
the Robert 133.dgero in the directory
was none otner than "Bob." the mas
cot of the Utica & Mohawk Valley Rail
way company, who had been Ibted in
the directory as a "watchman" because
That's just what he was.
Bob is protrtoy t'.e veil! (toe on rec
ord who has Hs rerieg In a city dire*
tory. He is the property of Milford
Badger°, private secretary of General
Manager Allen, of the street railway
He is known by ail employes of the
line, and is always a welcome passen
ger, who need pay no fare.
A short time ago Bob went to Rome
with the company's claim agent and
became strayed therc. When the claim
Agent reached home Bob. was there
He had taken an earlier trolley.
The Chauffeuse.
He lay prostrate in the dust.
"Alas!" he cried, "you have broken
my heart!"
Her dark eyes, wild with fright,
questioned mutely the ambulance stir
geon. 0
"No," he said; "it's only two ribs
and the left shoulder blade."
With an exclametion of relief the
ellauffeuee, or lady automobilist, pulled
the lever and sped on—Philadelphia
Bulletin.
Haunting Fear.
"Yee. there is one cloud on my fu
ture'.'
"What is that?"
"I do so tear that when I have
worked so hard to make a name to go
down to posterity they may go and
put me in a hall of fame."—Baltimore
American.
The other day, at a railroad station
a Japanese young man was notice
among several Americans, who were
eating, that is, bolting, their food by
jerks. 'Fte knew but few words of Eng
lish, but managed to call for 801Ilf
oysters and coffee. He ate and drank
with most exquisite manners, and at-
tracted much attention by his frequent
use of "I beg your pardon." When he
wanted the pepper, upon reaching for
Lt, he said in a sweet voice to the MILD
before whom he had to pass his arm:
"I beg your pardon." One coarse fel-
low, who sat with his hat tilted over
one eye, surprised even himself by
pushing the plate of crackers toward
tne polite little Japanese without even
being asked. He did not look up, as
if ashamed of being caught in the
act.
Conversing afterward with the young
Man from Japan he admitted that he
blew less than 100 words of our lan-
guage. I beg your pardon, thank you,
If you please and you are very kind
were phrases he could speak very dis-
tinctly, and by means of them made
his way wherever he went.
Politeness costs nothing and is the
passport to every good in life. It never
tails to bring returns. This Jap was
unlike a little American girl I know,
aged five.
Recently her father brought home a
humorous book, teaching politeness by
showing the shockingly bad manners
of a family of children.
"Edna," he said, "I bore these funny
pictures and stories will help you to be
more polite."
"It's of no use, papa. It will take
more than a book to teach me man
acre. You can't teach an old dog new
tricks."
MORAL VIEW OF "TIPS."
Philosophical Essay Distributed Is
the Guests of a Summer
HoteL
At one of the summer resorts when
hotel life comes very near being robbed
of all its terrors, the following circular
La given to the guests:
Tips and fees: The evils and annoy
ances of this custom are generally con
ceded. Tips are given for one or more
of the following reasons:
Custom, which is mere imitation.
Fear of being thought moan, which
Is cowardice.
Desire to be thought generous, which
Is vanity.
Desire to help the poor, which i.e
charity.
Desire for some favor inconsistent
with full justice to others, which is
bribery.
Because, in some places no reason-
able service can be hats without tip-
ping, which is a "hold-up" by ser-
vants. Because some extra service is
wished, not covered by the price paid,
which is commendable deals. to pay
for all received
Appreciation of satisfactory service
already rendenred, or of personal lik-
ing, which is generosity and good will.
Our employes have been selected he
self-respecting and unwilling to' put
themselves in the place of ordinary
hotel servants. They are neither ob-
jects of charity nor social brigands.
From the first five motives our
guests should be free, and from the
sixth motive our employes are free. II
prompted by the last two, all should
be willing to accpt the plan, carefully
,matured after ten years' experience, to
pay for extras In the regular bills and
to reward for specially meritorioue
service only at the end of visits.
Not Worried.
"They say the race is growing small
er every year," observed the scientist,
gravely.
"That doesn't cut any figure!"
chirped Busyman. "Nowadays a man '
Is meals red by the size of his pocket I
1Mokl"---Detroit Free Press.
MAGNIFICENT AND COSTLY.
Beds of Monarchs That Were Worth
Enough to Enrich Ordin-
ary Mortals.
While a certain New York hotel
boasts a bed costing $10,000, this is I))
no means the record holder, for there
are instances of beds far more cost
ly, states the Herald, of that city.
The most magnificent of alt was that
presented the then czar of Russia by
the shah of Persia some 70 years ago
Possibly appreciating the application
to the Russian ruler of tlfe quotation
that "Uneasy lies the head that wean,
a crown," tile shah presented a bed
made of crystal, ornamented with ell
ver. It was cut from a solid block
and In addition to being provided witt,
steps of blue glass, was furnished with
a fountain that through the night
threw streams or scented water into
the air.
Not so costly was one built In Born
bay for a native ruler some years ago
and which is still in use. At the foul
corners were full-size figures of Grecian
maidens, the ones at the top holding
stringed instruments, while those at
the foot bore In their hands bugs fans
Extending the full length of the bed
was a music box' capable of playing
for half an hour before the repertoire
of tune was exhausted.
The weight of the body set thit
music box in motion, while at the same
time the figures at the head of the bed
fingered the strings of their instru
ments, while those at the foot Neatest
their fans, a concealed motor furnish
ing the power that kept the fans go
ing all night long.
The Barber's Substitute.
"What in the world do you want with
a phonograph?"
"Oh, you see, I'm a creature of habit
I started recently to shave myself."
"Well?" Ii
"But I find I can't concentrate my
mind on the job unitise accompanied







The "Fiesta" Is an Affair of Real
Beauty—Brass Band a Fea-
ture of the Pro-
cession.
The Indians of the Isthmus of Tehuan-
tepec are a race apart. Ethnologists
say that the beauty of the women of the
Zapotecan race, the principal people of
the isthmus, is excelled only by the
women of the Samoan islands of the Pa-
cific, says Modern Mexico.
The principal ornament of a well.
dressed Zapotecan, snide from her
rings of various sorts, is her
necklace of American gold coins.
Nothing but Amirican gold is
ever used. British ecivereigns, French,
German and even the present small
percentage of Mexican gold coins
are all disdained, and American gold is
bought at a high premium in order that
It may adorn the necks of the belles of
the isthmian metropolis.
These coins are fastened together
with gold wires and chains, making a
very showy if not beautiful ornament.
Every centavo a woman can save goes
into her store against the time when she
can buy another coin to add to her neck-
lace. Half eagles and double eagles are
fastened together in this gorgeous
chain, and the value of the decoratios
ranges all the way from a single half
eagle, suspended on • chain, to the great
cape of golden coins which belongs to a
famous Tehuantepec heiress and is
valued at about $3,000 gold.
The strangest anomaly, to civilised
eyes, of all this finery and the money
that is invested in it lies in the fact that
not one of the true Zapotecan women
will wear shoes. The foreign footwear
Is a species of invasion and uncleanli-
ness that they will not endure. The re-
straint and the undeniable unhealthi-
ness of shoes in a tropic country have
all their share of blame, but one can-
not but think that it is most the ancient
custom that has come down from long
ago that keeps them from it The
Zapotecans are the cleanest people in
the world, as a race, and the long liner
of bathers on each bank of every stream
of the isthmus of Tehuantepec. from
early dawn until nightfall, attests the
fact of their irreproachable cleanliness.
A Zapotecan wedding fiesta Is a thing
of real beauty. The queer, low, hot
country churches are the scene of the
religious ceremony. After the wedding
the remarkable brass band, of which
every wedding fiesta must boast at least
one, heads the procession, and in their
whtte muslin suits. -barefooted and be-
hatted with rough sombreros, the band-
men form their rough ranks and lead
the wedding procession of bedollared
women and men in alpaca coats and big
silver and gold embroidered sombreros
through the narrow, dusty streets of the
city.
The procession makes its way to the
peen. of the festivities, where under a
canopy of straw mats, and with mats
and rich grasses and flowers for wall
decorations, the dirt floor has been cov-
ered with deep gravel, and the band finds
its place from which to discourse the
music for the dance. Here is the gravel
the ball goes on. An Indian adaptation
of the native Spanish dance, the "joto,"
is a feature, and each vies with the other
for an opportunity to dance with the
bride. Then all the company join
hands and dance about the bride and
bridegroom, who stand In the middle of
the circle. Then the ring breaks, and
each in his turn, still dancing, whirls in
to swing the bridegroom, then the bride,
and, courtesying, passes over to the
other side.
During the denying refreshments,
consisting of drinks from those of the
ancient Zapotecans down to the most
modern, are served in the house adjoin-
ing. Here the bridegroom stands as
host, drilling with all his guests, who
offer him the most appropriate and inap-
propriate toasts with a wish for his and
his bride's future happiness.
The dance goes on for many days
sometimes, and always lasts far Into
each night. Aed it is not an uncommon
or dismaying circumstance to recognize
later in the person of a manta clad la-
borer on one's place the handsome
bridegroom of yesterday, who was so
resplendent in new alpaca end gorgeous
sombrero.
How the Turk Holds On.
The Turkish empire has been greatly
pared down in the last century, but still
the Turks seem rooted in Constantino-
ple. The explanation of this awkward
fact is in a measure diplomatic and in a
measure racial. If European diplomacy
Is paralyzed by jealousies the Turks are
a strong people. Pressed Into a corner,
they fight with a skill and a fury which
recalls the achievements of their an-
cestors. They are a merlons, earnest
race among peoples whose convictions
are not strong and mainly opportune.
The Turks feel their religion so deeply
that they are willing-to die for it. A
people who in this age are capable of
that sacrifice must be put out of Europe
by superior force. Superior argument
will not do it—Boston Transcript.
Couldn't Bunco Him.
"I've got a sure thing proposition to




This is the true story of a discour-
aged and wrecked humorist. The vioi
Um has recovered entirely and counts
It as one of the fortunate things of his
life that, as • funny man, he was ship-
wrecked early.
• few years ago there was a student
In one of the leading universities for
who the unthinking part of the fee-
ulty—any university has some proem.-
ors not guilty of thinking much—pre-
dicted what they celled a brilliant fur
tura The young man heard of what
they said and believed it, too.
He was known as the college wit, He
wrote alleged humorous pieces for the
college publications, and when he
made speeches at college dinners his
auditors were convulsed. Every one
seemed to like the youngster—whose
name might be McAndrews, although
It isn't.
McAndrews was all the more popular
because he was working his way
through college. He had lived most of
his life in New Jersey. One day he
was approached for a contribution foe
an athletic fund.
He frankly said be hadn't any money
to spare, but he would give a public)
humorous lecture in the town hall if
Use university would rally round him.
When he announced that his subject
would be "New Jersey—travels in an
unknown and foreign land," there was
an immediate promise to rally.
And rally that university did. Word
was passed around that it was going
to be a great show. Ths glee club was
called upon to rehearse grinds on New
Jersey la general and on Mc.Andrewe
in particular,
There was a large advance sale of
tickets. McAndrews rose to the occa-
sion. He worked early and late is
writing funny things tato the lecture
He calloted all the alleged humorous
things ever printed about New Jersey
and rewrote them as his own. Ho
picked out all the peculiarly named
places In the state, such as Hohokus,
and made them the scenes of the
things he talked about.
McAndrews wasn't entirely satisfied
with the words he wrote and soon de
dried that he must fortify them. He
got an old brick anti pounded it up
fine. Then be took some white sand.
that he got from a saloonkeeper, and
mixed it with the pulverized brick. He
bottled the mixture, sorted the bottles
and labeled them as samples of New
Jersey soil, to be pursed around in the
audience.
Something more was needed, and se
be got some brown color Sask., filled
them with water and labeled them
"Jersey Lightniag—'ranglefoot Brand."
These also were to be passed around.
To add a finishing touch to the hi-
larity of the evening McAndrews had a
map made, dividing New Jersey into
three districts, ethic. he called the
Mosquito, Cranberry and Backwoods
districts. Then he had stereoptleon
views made of the mosquitoes, the life
sise representations of which were as
big as barn doors.
The night of the lecture came. The
university president and two-thirds of
the faculty were present. Scores of
well-known townspeople came. •
judge of the court of appeals and two
supreme court justices in town came
also.
From the moment McAndrews open-
ed his mouth to say "according to the
latest census returns New Jersey con-
tains 3,71:11 square miles, 148.4.6 chick.
en coops and 3,897236.541 mosquitoes'
every one of his sentences was greeted
nab laughter or audible chuckles. His
stereopticon pictures caused shodta of
His samples of the soil and Jersey
lightning were paused about eagerly
One of the tangiefoot bottles disap-
peared and a staid doctcr of dlytults
on the faculty was &ceased of kipro
pristine it. It was a tikat of great
fun, and at its close McAndrews war
besieged by scores wfth their congrat-
ulations.
The university president generously
said it was the most distinguished aud
lence assembled in that town, with
tile exception of one that George W11-
itans Curtis once had. As a humorist
McAndrews was a howling 'euxess
1 he entire university was sure of thi
brilliant future awaiting him.
In that audience was a college girl
the chairman of the lecture committee
of a ticiginuring glair college. She
too, caught the enthueiaste of the mo-
ment and offered fileAndrews the mc
i.iii:•ent sum of 625 to come to leat.re
to the girls.
He snapped it op ale quickly as a
get-rich-quick man does easy money
It was like iinditg• a gold Mine.
The girl chalrrnan went home tc
.scitatu the lecture. She advertise.1 Mc
endrewa as the reno,-ned wit of his
university, the coming humorist or the
United Statue the only legitimate sue-
-essor teat Mark Twain would GINS
nave.
The night of that lecture came on,
the lecture. wit given in the college
dnapel, ono of those cold, blue places
that are sometimes found In institu-
tions established in the intersei oi
some religious sect.
The college president sat oa the plat-
form and his face was grave. His
*hole aspect seemed to say:
"Young man, this Is a hoty p!ase
Let no undue levity 'se attempted
here."
"Absolutely sure?" old McAndrews gave the lecture, and the
millionaire. audience laughed just once.
"No doubt about It:' Years later, When McAndrews came
"Then keep It yourself, my boy. 1 to know Mark Twain, he plucked up
should hate to take anything like that courage to write Mr. Clemens to know
from you. It would seem like rob- If he would look that lecture over tad
bery."—Detrolt Free Proms. flay whether the)* was really anything
funny in. it. "fie got a tetter in reply
telling him to send It along,
Mr. ayemens returned the maauscript
tater with the remark that it was
-Oldie good." McAndrew% then and
bet it isn't a moth-ball! !there gave ine all hone Of being •
—Yonkers Statesman. hastiorist.—N.. Y. Sus.
- —
the
' It Chrtildn't Be.
Earnest—I know an old soldier who
has lived for years with a ball in the
vicinity of his nose.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you went y.ur clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose gag South Third Street I have
the nicest line el samples for tints
In the city. Suits made to order.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWN' E R—
win practice in all courts of Kv.
tacky.
EXCURSION
fit Louis and Tennessee Rives Yeah-
et company—the cheapest and bast
excursion out of Paducah.
1$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of plantar*, comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. a.
For other information apply to Jos.
Koper, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown. agent.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones s4o at residenc. Office hours
7 to 9 to.: I to 3 P. file 7 t" 0 1).
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone AS at the office, both
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist)




3. C. Iftwaser Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
I4AWYERS




Dr. B. T. Hall •
°Eke with Drs. Rivers & Itivesa, sag
Noel hFifth, Both Phone sss.













Rooms z, s and 5 Register Buil&
ing, s23 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts el the
state. Both °hones es.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Tree@
Co.. 306 Broadway.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC,
A CERTAIN C.MILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
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TWO THAT PERFORM REGULAR-
LY BEFORE AUDIENCES.
HOME-WRECKING PHONES.
One Man at Least Who Wishes
They Had Never Been
Invented.
Animals Seem to Enjoy the Fun as
Ruch as the People Who Witness
the Performance—Variety
of Zvi:Ina Tricks.
The intelligence displayed by many
of our animals, both wild and domes'
tic, is surprising. Dogs and horses, as.
pecially, from their long aidiociatiOn
with man, and because of their natural
temperament, can be taught a great
many interesting and beautiful tricks,
says St. Nicholas. We have all seen
dogs carrying bundles, papers, or Imal
kets along the street, and know how
faithful they are in their charges,
neither stopping to play with others of
their kind, nor allowing any one but
their master to relieve them of their bur-
den. Other feats that these faithful
creature's often perform are: "Beg-
ging," "rolling over," walking and danc-
e• lag on their hintf legs, and jumping over
sticks or through the arms. Horses, be-
sides performing many feats which are
taught them, often show considerable
intelligence in unfastening gates or let-
ting down bars so that they may escapo
• from the pasture.
One of the most beautiful feats that
I have ever seen performed by horses is
the high diving by "King" and "Queen."
These two beautiful animals were raised
on a western American farm. They are
.both snowy white and perfectly formed.
King has dark, lustrous eyes, while hie
mate has light-blue ones; both have
pinkish muzzles, and both are kept im-
maculately clean and carefully
groomed, as such valuable animals
should be.
It is said that they were both kept In
pastures on the opposite sides of a river,
the bulk on the side on which King wall
, kept being high and overhanging the
water, both animals had always shown
a fondness for the water, and, one would
often make the pluage into the refer
. and swim across to join its mate From
watching this performance was con-
eived the idea of training them to ex-
I hibit in public, an idea which was car-
4ried out with the-greatest success.
4 A "knock-down" staging was con-
structed, and is carried about with the
horses and used at every performance;
It has an incline of about 30 degrees, and
the top is about 30 /set above the water
about two feet below the top platform
is a small one, on which the horses
place their feet just before making
the plunge; This is so that their bodies • prostration, for she is certain that
may take a more vertical position, and something has happened to him. He
that they may strike the water with the has either fallen dead of heart fail-
least resistance. ure or has been crushed beneath the
They require about It feet of water wheels of an automobile and she has
In which to make their dive. They are
often shown at places where
6 a natural body of water for the
but frequently • pit 16 dug, and
the bottom is covered with canvas
which is filled with water, and in this
Improvised tank they do their "stunt"
twice daily—in the afternoon and even-
ing.
The two bores, are stationed at the
I•oint where they are to leave the wa-
ter. and one of them usually Queen first,
liJ ed to the toot of the incline. With a
tOse of her head, she quickly runs to the
top of the staging. looks over to see if
the course is clear, then without hesita-
tion drop* her fore feet to the small plat•
form and makes the leap. They strike
the water with their fore feet extended
and the )' earl thrown back on the shoul-
ders. so that the shock is nett unduly
great. They are under water from three
to six ascends; then, with a shake of the
head to clear the eyes, each makes for
the spot where the math is standing
King is apparently prouder and new
del iberatr than Queen; be goes up the in-
cline slowly, and pauses at the top te
about at the crowd of people below,
whinnying apparently to attract
on to hireself. He makes th(
ceful dive of the two, keepin,q
feet straight, while Queen ha'
alibied when in the air. As csol
alt they come from the water they ere
rubbed dry. covered with blankets, awl'
let tr. the stable, where they are careful-
ly groomed.
Occasionally we find some one *lir
thinks it is cruel to "make" horses dive
trom such a height; but the fact is tea:
they do not cppear to dislike It at ell,
and they certainly like to be in tle.
water. How much more fiertunate art
they than many of their MAI that have
to de the hardest 'sort of work from
morning until night, and often
upon scanty or insufficient relit us!
These horses have the best of care, the
best of feed, and plenty of exercise, and
spparently are in the best of health and
nor. They have been exhibited from
e Atlantic to the Pacific ocean and in
Europe.
Love's Labor Lost.
The automobile rushed down the
wed—huge, gigantic, sublime. Over
'Ns fence hung the woman who works
hard and long—her husband is at the
refs and she has 13 little ones. (An un-
lucky number.) Suddenly upon the
thirteenth came the auto, unseeing, slew
elm, end hummed on unknowing. The
woman whet works hard and long rn$hed
forward with hands, hands made rough
esgth toll, upraised. She paused and
old inert iculate—a goddess, a giantess.
ellen She hurled forth these words of
derision, of despair: "Mon Dieu! And
Te just washed him!"—Le Sport, Paris
Of Course It Was.
A wedding ceremong had some to a
dose. The mother sniffed convulsively,
and the bride dabbed her pretty eyes
resii a handkerchief. One of the brides-
odds was alsi affected to tears.
"Why do you weep?" asked a grooms-
of the bridesmaid; "it's not your
og." The girl looked et him acorn.
uity. "That's the reason, you stupid!"
fold ithe sighed.—Tatier.
Telephones, they say, are respon-
sible for more broken engagements
and bored husbands than any other
one thing. A set of men smoking
after dinner at one of the clubs this
week said so, anyway, and several of
them are in a way of knowing. One
is literally on the verge of breaking
his engagement because the girl in-
sists upon calling him up at least
three times a day, and if he isn't
where she thinks he should be at
that hour she trails him until he is
located, says the New York Telegram.
His most strenuous game of bridge
Is broken into at the club by her call
on the phone; he is made to leave the
ticker to hear her dulcet voice amid
the shouts of operators on the floor
qf the nc.hange to oak if he still loves
her. As though this were not enough,
she call him in the morning before he
goes downtown, and if ever there was
a man on the verge of riot It is this
one.
The curious part of it is the girl,
who is old enough to know better,
cannot be made to realize (hat sa-
tiety is fatal and that, no matter how
much a man may care for her, he does
not eujoy the sentiment during busi-
ness hours. Moreover, he does not
care to have the yoke wired on, not
even by telephone, and women who
are prone to do this will do well to
grasp the fact and let the man feel
free, even if he isn't.
As for bored husbands: When they
are called at the °Mc° or afterward
every time they are late coming home,
or when the oMce boy is called upon
by an irate or distracted wife to fur-
nish information, the men after a bit
grew hot In that region of the anatomy
known as the collar. But many wives
seem to be oblivious to the effect and
trouble reigns ip the household.
Fixed and immovable habits of de-
votion, by the way, sometimes have
their drawbacks. A certain man who
has been married for more than forty
years has called his wife at noon on
the phone every day without fail train
his office since telepbones were first
Installed. He does not care if she is
not at home to answer, but he wisbels
to find out if all is right or if ob.
wishes anything. There have been
days when for oae reason or another
he was delayed for an hour or more
In calling. If his wife is at tio on
that day she almost dies of nervous
been • widow in her mind many times
over when the bell tinkles for his call
and serenity is restored.
REMAINS TO BE PROVEN.
Colloquy of Two Ancients Which
Was Prophetic of Modern
Conditions.
Concerning this treaty, then, said
Karpicus, was it not made with Calico
Morales'
Of a truth, he answered, relates the
New York Tribune, I believe it was.
And was not Carlos Morales the
chief of state of the Dominican repub-
lic?
Yes, truly! What you imply is not
to be denied.
Then what shall we way? Is it not
quite certain that the sole object of the
treaty was to keep Morales perpetually
at the head of the state? And should
we not therefore reject it?
Inueed, it might seem so, Karpicus.
he said, were It not that Morales has
now betaken himself to flight and by
his own act Is no longer chief.
In that case, said Karpicus, shall we
et affirm—nay, shall we no even be
ready to swear by the nine gods of
war—that we have made a treaty with
chaos?
I do not follow you In that, he re-
plied, for, although Morales is indeed
gone, the government remains un-
moved, and it exhibits unchanging loy-
alty to the treaty.
But, then, if the treaty did not avail
to keep Morales in his place, should we
not, for that reason, reject it?
By Zeus! Karpicus! he exclaimed,
you must be what those who are to
exist about 23 centuries hence will esti
a crank! For, first, thinking the treaty
was a cinch for Morales, you 'route
therefore condemn it; and now, per
ceiving it was no cinch at all for Mo-
rales, you mould also on that account
equally condemn it!
Yes, said Karpicus, that is so, for I
am "agin' the administration," and .t
IS fitting that I should swat it both s-
corning and a-going!
But at that be seeme his well-
greaved leg and Kicked Karpicus IS
parasangs into the middle of next
week.
Louden Woman Socialist.
Vera Zassulich, who was expelled
from Russia, has for many years been
one of a group of lenders who, from
Geneva and other capitals, have been
directing the socialist propaganda in
Russia and who, it is said, brought
about the present crisis there. She
once attempted the life of the much.
dreaded General 'Trepoff, father of the
present general. and was the first
woman revolutionist who ever shot at
an officer in Russia.
Trouble for the Tender Heart.
"Yes," said the man gently, "I al-
ways feel better after the old women
leave the trolley car. It makes me
uncomfortable to sit and see 'em,
hanging on to the. straps."—Indianap-
olis Sentinel.
-S'
RETURN OF HATCHERY FISH
Harked Salmon Retaken in the Co-
lumbia River After Pour
Years.
"What is believed to be the but evi-
dence of the efficiency of artificial
propagation of salmon that has ever
been secured was recently obtained by
Fish Commissioner Kershaw relative
to the operation of the hatcheries on
the Columbia river," said Deputy Fish
Commissioner Perry Baker recently,
according to the Seattle Post-Intelli-
gencer. "Mr. Kershimr received tails
and fins of 100 salmon from a single
trap owner on the Columbia river that
were plainly marked hatchery fish.
"When the hatcheries were placed
In operation on the Columbia river a
system of marking was adopted for
the purpose of ascertaining If any of
the salmon turned out of the river re-
turned to their native spawning
grounds, and in what length of time.
"The marked fins and tails received
by Mr. Kershaw were found to be sal-
mon that were turned out of the Kale-
ma and Chinook hatcheries four years
ago. The spawn of these fish was
taken in 1900 and the young salmon
turned out In 1901. The fish were
marked in a manner that leaves no
doubt of this fact. The small bones in
the fins were cut down and a hole
punched in the tail. The cutting of
the bones in the fin is just the same
as a man losing a part of his finger
—4t never grows out again.
"The Columbia river was practically
depleted when the artificial propaga-
tion of salmon was commenced on
that stream, and the past several years
has demonstrated that it has been re-
stocked by some means.
"While only a part of the fish were
marked when released from the hatch-
eries, the fact that one trap owner on
the river found at least 100 of these
salmon during the past season is con-
clusive evidence that artificial propa-
gaUon is the only solution of the prob-
lem to prevent the depletion of the
salmon fisheries.
"Mr. Kershaw asked a number of
the Columbia river cannerymen and
trap operate -a to watch for the marked
saIrr a, but eiring the rush of the
er di it VMS -parently overlooked,
only see ree, me has been re-
1/4 oell.
'• is 911,4119ennt the sockeye
mink that are I eonducted at
tie Be. Ingham a:. ill be con-
"lased al. winter . large number
se sockeye aced in the Nook-
sack and Site .ivern
"An air pump has just been Installed
In connection with the miniature
hatchery and the aquariums. It has
been found that in order to make a
success of hatching salmon and to
keep them alive running water is es-
sential. The air pume keeps the wa-
ter in the aquaria babbling all the
time as it runs through the tanks and
off into the waste."
Not Star Spangled.
Tar and feathers is not a peculiarly
American institution, as has been sup-
posed. It was Richard the Leon Heart-
ed who first proclaimed this punish-
ment. It was when he was setting out
for the third crusade that he gave
warning that "a robber who shall be
convicted of theft shall have his head
cropped after the fashion of a cham-
pion and boiling pitch shall be poured
thereon and the feathers of a cushion
shall be steeled out on him, so that he
shit!! be known." At the first landing
he was to be set ashore, no matter
wnere the ship might land, and the ab-
sence of a rail was doubtless due to a
lacIr of that sort of fence. Pethaps the
western continent may Still lay claim
to that sort of punishment, but the
tar and feathers are no longer our
own.
Ugly Deer in Vermont.
It is seriously affirmed that farmers
in the northern part of Rutland county
would like permission to kill a big.
ugly deer that would weigh dressed
300 pounds and has immense horns.
This terror of the woods, they say,
chases men to cover, will not yield the
right of way when he meets teams in
the road, and in devious Ways makes
himself decidedly unpleasant. He re-
cently paid e visit to a Castieton farm-
er and, when ordered away, refused to
leave, although seven other deer that
were with him turned and fled when
the farmer and his dog went out. The
big deer, however, was in no humar
for debate, and promptly chased the
collie Into the bars.--St. Albans Mee-
sager.
Greedy Seagulls.
A Nanalmo fishefman had a. unique
experience with a flock of seagulls sev
era] evenings ago. He reached Nanal-
mo in an open boat containing two
tons of herring. While uptown the sea-
gulls took possession of the boat. On
hie return all but 60 flew away. This
number had so gorged themselves with
herring that they could not fly, but
hopped atout in a state of helplessness
The fisherman finally climbed Into the
'boat and lifted them overboard. They
were able to swim with an effort, aqd
most of them went ashore to recover
from the efforts of their feast. Taco-
ma Ledger,
THRONE OF THE CAESARS.
Thought to Have Been Found by Ex-
cavators in the Ancient '
Ruins. •
The official Roman director of exca-
vations thinks he has discovered the
throne of the ancient Caesars, reports
the New York Times. The present ma-
jesty, ruling from the seven hills, has
been to see it, and is seemingly not un-
willing to admit its preteusions. The
only description of this imperial seat
so far given is that its covering or
ceiling is ornamented with beautiful
small squares of stucco. It is a raised
dais standing near the chasm of Mar-
cus Curtius, of all the gorges which
wrinkle the surface of the earth the
most renowned in human story.
Voltaire remarked that a throne was
a composition of boards and velvet,
giving thus a sign of its generally
meretiricious and transient character.
That of the Caesars, however, stands
In history for solidity and ought to be
In its elements as enduring as marble
or adamant. Probably we shall hear
all about it one of these days, and per.
hap. some American millionaire will
try to import it and give it a place
among his artistic treasures.
Lorenzo the Magnificent proposed to
bring the Holy Sepulcher from Jerusa-
lem and set it up as a detail of the
Menicean tomb, still the proudest of
Florentine decorations. Brines:whith-
er the Caesars' throne would hardly be
a more ambitious exploit, though Rome
may be expected to battle against the
one as Jerusalem did, and successfully,
against the other.
First and last, no doubt, the line of
the 'Caesars sat on innumerable
benches of pride, the luster from them
only second to that of "the living
throne; the sapphire blaze," The im-
Denial suggest um unearthed by Prof.
Boni in the Forum is but one of
these, as Britain's royal chair, going
back more or less authentically to the
times of Alfred and still preserved, is
not the only one which the line of
British sovereignty has pressed by a
good many. A single indubitable seat
which had received' the crowned Caes-
ars, one after another. from Octavius
to the ending of the line, would be a
trophy to accumulate upon it the glow
of history till all its dim courts and
aisles were flooded with its radiance.
CORN AT THREE DOLLARS.
Under the Clever Manipulation of
Women It Brought That
Price.
Up in Pike county, Missouri, where
the me nare ever gallant and the wo-
men fair and full of sweet charity, a
band of modern Ruths has set a new
record price for corn, and incidentally
added to the coffers of the poor, reports
the St. Louis Republic.
It was in Frankford that the price
of corn rose to three dollars a bushel
under the clever manipulation of sev-
eral charitable women, who sold their
gleanings in the public square for the
cause of charity.
The women of the Cumberland Pres-
byterian church of Frankford last week
set about to raise money for the poor
of their city. Messrs. M. J. and S. W.
Jones offered them a load of corn from
their farm, just outside the city, pro-
vided they would go into the field,
gather the ears and husk the grain
themselves.
The women gluey accepted the offer
and, prodcuring • farm van and a span
of husky Missouri mules, set about
their task.
Ten women, each providing herself
with a lunch, set out one morning late-
ly at nine o'clocok, leaving Frankford
and driving out to ths Jones farm.
Driving into the field they started to
work, and by half-past two that after
noon had husked enough to fill the
wagon to overflowing.
Then, after a hasty bite of lunch,
they commenced the return trip to
Frankford, driving into Main street,
where they auctioned off the grain:
Standing in the public square in
front of her husband's bank, Mrs. S. vv.
Jones sold the corn to the highest bid-
ders. When the 31 bushels had been
sold there was $70 in the hands of the
gleaners for the peor.
It was a good price, even for Missouri
corn to have, brought, but it was not
quite enough, and many of the gallant
purchasers donated their cereal pur-
chases to be resold.
Then the auction begat' over again,
and when the last bushel had been re-
sold there was an additional $20.50 rot
the poor, the 31 bushels having brought
a total price of $90.50.
Grades of Society.
"Mrs. Mutts, is not in Mrs. Billyuns
set at all."
"What% the difference betteeei
them"
"Mrs. Billyuns says the Multys ar.
not in such genteel business as them
selves."
"Both made their money with th.
same commodity."
"Yes, but with a diffeernce. The
Minya dealt in crude petroleum while
the Billyuns made their pile in refineo
oll."—Baltimore American.
lippelees.
The Last Man stood disconsolate.
"I don't care if school keeps or not'
be lamented. ,"Hasn't every girl since
the beginning of time said she wouldn't
marry me?"
Herewith he dismally waited for the
final bust up.—N. Y. Sun.
Taking No Risks.
"De huenel give you dem oi' boots?"
"yea--en I gwinter put 'em on de
Stove now."
"What feet"
"Ter steam de snakes out er
Atlanta Constitution.
CHAFING DISH "BLUFF."
Concoctions Always Cooked Before
They Are Brought in from
the Kitchen.
The waiter placed the chafing dish
carefully on the table and removed the
cover with a flourish. It was a very
Ornate chafing dish with silver lobsters
holding up the howl, and the lamp was
ornamented with crabs and fishes and
other denizens of the deep, says the
New York Globe. "I wish he wouldn't
take away the cover," complained the
girl who prided herself on her ac-
quaintance with the saucepan. "I like
things well cooked," and she stirred
the savory mess with a big spoon and
turned up the flame of the ornate lamp.
The waiter approached with a cynical
smile and informally, familiarly, per-
haps even a bit impertinently, he said:
"It's thoroughly cooked, miss. Was
cooked before it left the kitchen. That
dish is just a bluff. If we served
things half cooked the restaurant
would be boycotted in a week. Every
one thinks he can make things in a
chafing dish and likes to turn the lamp
up and down and stir the contents of
the dish, but not one in a thousand
that orders these things could cook
them. It's all a bluff. The chafing dish
is very good to keep a thing hot and—
t think the rarebits ought to be served
In them, but it's all a bluff as far as
restaurant cooking is concerned. The
stuff that's served in them is not
cooked in a chafing dish either before
or after it reaches the table."
And then the girl, with as much dig-
nity as she could command, served the
crab-meat .nd deftly heaped the green
peppers at one side and the mushrooms
at the other side, and tried to look as
If she didn't know the waiter was
within a hundred miles.
SOUTH AFRICAN HORSES.
Nine-Tenths of the Animals That
Are Now Sold Are Raised
by Kaffir..
South Africa is foreseen as achier
Ing its destiny by becoming one of the
great horse producing countries of the
world. At the present time the man
who would dabble in horse flesh needs
both experience and courage. The
Kafilrs provide nine-tenths of the
horsee sold. When a dealer arrives
in a native territory he sends round
word that he has come to purchase
horses and the natives roll up with
all sorts and descriptions of the equi-
nine tribe, which for the most part
are of no earthly use. The man picks
out an animal and the owner names
en exorbitant price, which he never
hopes to receive, the dealer offering
• sum which no sane man could ac-
cept But eventually a price is agreed
on and the owner receives a written
order for the amount, which be re-
deems in the evening by coming to
the dealer's hotel and receiving cash.
By easy stages a descent is made on
the next purchasing site and by de-
grees a decent sized troupe is got to-
gether. When these arrive at their
Anal destination their original owners
would not recognize them. They have
been clipped on the way down, had a
few condition powders and had a gen-
eral cleaning.
ROME WITHOUT A DOCTOR.
For Six Hundred Years the Em-
pire Was Minus a
Physician.
Accordire, to Pliny, Rome flourished
for 600 years without a doctor. It is
maintained oy some, however, that
when making this statement Pliny was
not aware that certain Greek physi-
cians resided in Rome, at least during
a part of the period named. But there
is certainly no question that in the
early days of its history, physicians
were very scarce in Rome, and doubt
less because there was little occasion
for their services. With the advance
of civilization maladies have multiplied
and with the increase of disease there
has been a prbportionate increase of
physicians. There are at the present
time in the United States not less
than 150,000 physicians, and the num.
her is increasing at the rate of several
thousand annually. Whether or not
the world is better for this great mul-
tiplicity of medical men is a question
upon which there may be a difference
of opinion.
Colors in Glass.
Changes in the color of glass are
caused by subjcotieg it to the action
of what are knoen as ultraviolet rays
of light. Something or the game sort
may be observea 'on high mountains,
where old glass from bottles originally
green, after exposure to the light of a
great elevation in the regions of per
petual snow, attains a beautiful pale
purple tint. The same result may also
be seen In connection with the glass
insulators used on telegraph or tele-
phone lines in mountain districts.
Hub.
"What makes Skribbler walk tic
chesty?"
"Why, man, that fellow used to
conduct the 'Through the Looking
Glass' column on a paper down in
Indiana. If you look close you'll see
a cute little halo around his head
when his hat is off. He knows Riley
and all those big guns by sight




"I meant to start off the new year
by giving the first woman I saw stand-
ing up my seat in the street car. But
I didn't do it"
"Old habit too strong, eh?"








Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. in. daily connects at
Danvible, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o a.
m. and St. Augustine to a. m. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meals en route.
"Fldrida Special''—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 p. m. „carries observatioa
sleeper daily except,Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augultine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta.
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car, etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:4;
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through steeper
to Jacksonville, Nia Asheville, Co--
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. m.
Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st, err
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land MI
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country'
and returning iia Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky." "Win-
ter Homes." rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cirs, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
road for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, Ls.
Mardi Gras at New Orkans Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a• Mexican gulf
coast resort having the pew, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship mailings from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wederts-
day at 4:oo p. m. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Steeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga arid Ati-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. and and Feb.
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
trips made in special private vesti-
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with
dining car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Fransisco as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tues
day from Cincinnati and Louisville
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-
ery Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concetning all of
the above cein tse had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addieseing either of the
undersigned.
Jos. BicTs, D., P. A., Cincinnati.
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Louis-
ville.
John A. Scott, A; G. P. -A.; M.
Phis-
A. H. HANSON, P. T. M.,
Chicago.
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LOCAL NOTES
Monti;ig, Feb. 27, 19era.
--**T-7-Tr 
—Sunday there was buried a'ae r
e-
mains of Brakeman Jan-its 
Walke .
VITe"-rterer Arid ed, art' Gravel Si
ie.
AORMIlikhja, pp the 
Loaissilic divis-
icm, the tram cutting his head off 
as
hç iroth.e.!P on the r
ails.
—Theta)! 'attached to the Cum-
•-• beriand•Tehohehr company's 
mater-
jal„saaron got scared Sunday a
fter-
neon while stancting in front of 
the
on South Fourth
street and' -kicked the vehicle
 to
'pieces .
—Stmt. C. M. Lies, of the public
schools, left this morning for Louis-
ville to attend the aathering of Na-
t i opal; School Sup n t endtait s' 
Asso-
ciation .
—The Eagle. comalistce Sunday
decided to give their minstrels March
isth.
.—Yestordaa :r.arting tc. Paducali
Cart4val association committee held
a meeting and ekcided to ask all car-
nival companier to have in by March
roth, proposi;ions showing for what
they will furnish attractions for Hr.
festival. Sunday the Central Labor
Union carnival toampittee met and
talked over things but noaring espec-
ial transpired.
NUMEROUS DEATHS
Several Deaths Occur. All but One
Away From Here
James J. Kont, aged ri years, died
Sunday of pneumonia and will be
.hipped to Clay, Ky., for interment.
Ile lived at 1293 South Eighth.
Jimmie Fov, the Chinese farin:r
hying across the river is dead, 'his
wife finding 'him cold in bed one day,
he having suddenly expired.
Mrs. C. F. Akers, of 1230 Jack-
son street, yesterday received a mos-.
jage • announcing that Saturday at
' Ledbetter. Ky., there died her cous-
in, Mr. W. B. Beard, formerly an
L C. fireman out of here.
Mrs. Bertha Harris, mother of
Mrs. James Waille, is in Louisville,
wherc she was called to attend Oat
funeral Sunday of 'her sister, Mrs.
Hannah Blitz, who died there Satuia
day of heart trouble, at the age of
Sc years. She was the wife of 
Mr.
Israel Blitz, who'fifteen years ago
conducted a clothing store in Padu-.
cab on 'Broadway near Third.
Steamer
Charleston
Mr. Oliarica W. Spillman left 
yes-
terday for drumming trip 
'through
West Tien n e stet- .
Mr. and Mrs.. Frank Ferriman
.Sunday wee t to St. Louis fr
om
wheuce% the latter left for New 
York
to visit the dressmaking market.
Mr. Lew Painter left Sunday for
'St. Louis WI business.
Mr. Thomas Hall and wife have
gone to St. Louis, whene the for
mer
will be durira March meeting 
this
eviatorners at this house, the Eley-
Walker Dry Goods corripany.
Mir. John Sinnott, Jr., left yester-
day morning on a druniming trip up
tlworagh Kientucky.
Lawyer A. E. Boyd- returned from
N'iola, Graves county, yesterday.
Morning...
Miss Kathic:n McAllister, of Mar-
ietta, Wis., J .-as Wynne Jackson,
and Mr. Joll •:`, Jackson, of 'Vien-
na, Ill., Sun' :atm-nod borne after
visiting Mir. VS'i11 B. Webb here.
Mr. Pat McElraeh, of Benton, re-
turned home yesterday after spend-
ing Sunday here.
'Mr. Luther Graa.am went to Mur-
ray yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Grassham, of
Saitan, Ky., returned home yesterday
afiter. visiting their eon, Attorney
Oharles Graashatn.
Mrs. William Cochran yesterday
went to Belibuckle, Tenn., to visit
her son who is attending college
there.
.• Lawyer Lal D. Theelkeld will to-
return from visiting at Salem.
Isy.
Lawyer John G. Miller was ill
Princeton yaisterday on business.
Misses Catherine Stapleton, Mary
Pope, Katheryn McKnight and Lot-
tie Sdhaaf, of Cairo, were here Sun-
day speirding the day with Miss Oro
ance Thernar-n.
Mrs. George Eichhorn and daugh-
tar, of Mound City, Ill., are visiting
Mrs. John Traittham.
Miss Madeline Kahn. of • Dallas,
Texas, has returned home after vis
ittng hare.
Miss  Mae Hunter, of Central
City, K4, rived yesterday to visitar
Miss Fannie Curvy, of Jefferson
sleets. near Tenth.
Lawyer J. S. , Rose yesterday
mornirea returnea°fram Grand Rivers
vollere he &past Waslay with this fam-
ily that is visiting there.
Hon. John K. Hendrick will to-
day return from visiting., lea family
at Smiahland.
Mr. W. 1). Harris, steward of the"
battleship Wisconsin, will arrive
shortly to visit- bis brother. Mr.
Ernest Harsis, of this city.
Manager Wm. A. Smith, of Ba-
con's pharmacy, at Seventh and Clay
streets, is visiting in Henderson this
week.
Mesdames T. R. T'yer Ind Grant
Knight are visiting Mrs. Jantro
Hamill, of Fulton.
Mrs. Clem Bleich, of Jackson,
Tenn., is here to attend the Bleich-
Sowers wedding today.
Mr. George Johnson and wife
hav.e returned from visiting in Mur-
ray.
WliLl leave VVedeesday at noon for
Chattanooga and interrnidiate points.
Freight will he accepted for any point
on Tennessee river. Sperial freight
rates given to Knoxville.
- Parties. of to or more $to for the
ionad' trip; ten than ten $12:





The recital of Miss Maitland at the
Broadway Mktfaxlist church tonight
will prove a treat to all who attend.
The folkswing press extracts praise
-her as an entertainer.
"She is also the recipient of marked
social attention, offered as a tribute
to her charming manners and agree-
able personality."—American,' Nash-
ville, Tenn.
"She is a fair Soetherner -who has
made a hit in negro dialect sketches."
—The 'Mail and Express, New York.
"Boston will be pleased to -hear
that Mabel Maitland, the gifted Ten-
nessee girl. who made such- a hit in
this city with her Southern dialect
selections hot waiter, will be here
again nearly all of next season. Miss
Maitland is versatile and original and
north of illason Dixon's line her




Removes every particle of dirt,
dust, soap and impurity from 
the
skirt, opening the pores and al-
lowing the rich, red blood 
to
flow to the surface.
VERY HEALTHFUL.
Will not turn rancid.-25c for a
'tar or 75c for a pound
We know it is Pure because
we make it. •
41••••••••
R4 W. WALKER & CO.,_
. INCORPORATED.
Druggists, Fifth and B'way.
Both Phones r75.
Organizer j. W. Hetaley, of the
W)-ardmen of the World organization,
has gotten up a new lodge of this
order at Coldwater, Ky., and next
week goes there to install it. The
body starts off with a mead/ via Of
twenty, but -the e are- many others
preparing to join. . Several of the
officers have already been selectedt,
they -being Y. Y. Miller, council com-
mander; J. M. Bailey, clerk; J. B.
Stone, escort; G. J. Bean, advisor-
lieutenant. The balance of the
officers wiwil be named1 the night of
the institetion ceremonies.
Missionaries Leave.
Rev. John. L. Stuart and wife cx-
pect to leave today for Nashville,
Testa, Mobile, Ala., And other South
ern/ points to visit for several months
when they then return here to again
visit their son, Dr. D. T. Stuart,
before returning to China, where
they have been missionaries for thir-
ty years. The divine preached Sun-
day morning at the Tenth street
Christian church, and that evening
at the First Presbyterian) church.
Rev. A. C. Ilten, of the German
Lutheran churdh, was so sick no very
ices were held Sunday evening for




The iButtorff left yesterday for
Ciarksville, Tenn., and coming back
tomorrow pulls out again right away
for Nashville, Tenn.
Pieta gets out for Cairo this morn-
ing at 8 o'clock the steamer Dick
Fowter. She will- come back tonight.
The Joe Fowler wentao.Evansville
yesterday and gets back here tomor-
row.
The John S. Hopkins is today's
boat in the Evansville trade.
The steamer Clyde came out of the
Tennessee river this* morning • and
lays until five o'clock tomorrow after-
noon before skipping out on her re-
turn that way,
The Peters Lee sets to Cincinnati
today and leaves there immediately
on her return this way for Memphis.
-The Stacker Lee will lea* Mem-
phis today bound for Cincinnati. She
gets ..here Thursday night on her way
up.
Capt. Frank Wagner and Mr.
Charles Robertson will tomorrow or
next day return from Hickman,
where Sunday they went to see their
steamer Charleston which is ground-
ed tikes.
Second Clerk Gilbert Kahn, of the
steamier 'Jots Fowlir, has resigned
and been succeeded by Rush Sher-
man, formerly second clerk of the
Electra out of Nashville, Tenn.






Louis Stone, Colored, Married the
Girl He Betrayed Under a
Promise.
Ed Rayniond and Andenton Van-
dross, colored, were arraigned before
Judge Sanders in the police court
yesterday morning and each fined $50
and costs for galing to the Illinois
Central yards anti making trouble
with Moose Wilson. colored, because
the latter discharged Vanciross. Dur-
ing he trial; of the c4rarge yesterday
-the two negroes !swore they did not
try to whip Wilson, and these asser-
tions proving wrong, Judge Sanders
isaued a new warrant against them.
charging the two with faise swearing.
They will have to face that charge
now.
Louis Stone, colored, was ar-
raigned on tie. charge of seducing
Lillie Porter, negress under .eighteen
years of age, under promise of mar-
riage. • " Thr girt Nye* at 934 South
Vsweifth street, while atusaanan laves
at 216 North Twiedth and works at
the I. C. Shops. Yesterday after-
noon Stone and the girl meat to the
county courthouse where they pro-
cured a license and welt married.
Righting his wrong he will now be
dismissed. lie was arrested up in
Livingston county where he went
last week on finding a warrant got-
ten out against him.
There was left over until today the-
case charging the "hexaboo" doctor,
Bob Smith, colored, with falsely ob-
taining $2.50 from Atha Wiley,
negress, by selling her a bag which
he claimed would cure tier tumor.
Laura 'Washington, colored, is
charged with aasatiltina Annie Davit,
colored, and her case was postponed
until tomorrow also.
There was put off until tomorroa
the mayhem charge against Harrison
Chambers, the negro who struck
Alonzo Caldwell in the face an
d
knocked hia eye out at the home of
Emeline Olive, colored, ID the alley
behind Gus Tate's grocery at Fifth
and Jefferson. • The continuance was
necessary because Caldwell is unab
le
to leave the hospital to attend cour
t
Tlrre went over until tomorrow 
the
warrant, which charges Caldwel
l,
Chambers, Walter Boyd and Allen
Pepper, all colored, 4vitill complicity
in the general fight.
Jim Taylor and Frank Scabold
White, were tined $so each, whil
e
Annie Mae Brewer and Annie Single-
ton were fined $25 each. They a
re
the quartette palleft at the home of
Ernelitae Olive, negresa-, who wa
s
also chargedt with running a disorde
r-
ly house, hut dismissed.











Brilliant Costuming and S
Scenic Environments
of; William Morris, drunk and'
orderly $2o; Nina Hortallaw.-*
of peace $to; Bessie Kimble, bre
of the peace, $1; Daisy Sansberry,
use of insulting language $5; Ben
Micheal, selling revolver to minor,
dismissed.
Bert Roberts breach of peace, $3;
Bill Kirk, Abe Cartwright, Jake Con-
rad', Charles Allen and a man named
Atgoson were alt fined $r each for
.being skunk.
Wanted—White girl Waikato Ad-
dress Mrs. M. Hogan, SOW Ken-
tucky avenue.
WANTED—At once, good cook.
Good home and wages to right per-
son. None but good cook rued ap-
ply. 822 South Four:h street.
FOR RENT—Three roosna for $1.
and two furnished rooms complete
for light housekeeping for $14. Apply
1246 Broadway.
WANTED—Bright Women to
take charge of local territory for
manufacturer; also traveling man-
ager; salary to start $15 paid weekly;
expenses advanced Mies Campbell,.
370 Dearborn, Chicago.
5 -
It pays to buy the best
watch you can afford.
Anyone can af-
ford a good watch
at the prices we
sell our goods. We
have no watches
at any price that
We can'tguarantee
to keep good time.
Let us show you.




Matineeand Night, Saturday, March 3


























Book by Allen Lowe and Geo. E.
Stoddard.
Music by Jerome and' Shindler.
Staged by Gus Sonike
ORGANIZATION-OF 75 PEOPLE.
iso NIGHTS IN NEW YORK. *so NIGHTS IN BOS
TON.
aso NIGISTe IN 'CHICAGO.
PRICES—Matinee, soc, 7sc and $.so. Childress asc.
NIGHT PRICES-25c, 35t, pc, 754 Si 00 and $1 50.
Seats on sale Friday, 9 a. m.
"Sousa is great! After appearing before
the courts of Europe he retnrns to his own
unspoiled and tore delightful than ever. The
unanimous verdict in Symphony Hall last
night was 'guilty in the first" degree of giv-




IN THIS BRILLIANT PROGRAM, ASSISTED BY
ELIFLABETH SCHILLER, Soprano
JEANETTEE POWERS, Violinist
HERBERT CLARKS, . Cornitist
z. OCERATURE, "OBERO " WER
KR.
2. CORNET SOLO, "BRIDE OF THE WAVES" CLARKE.
MR. HERBERT CLARKE
3 "LOOKING UPWARD" 
 SOUSA.
A. "BY THE LIGHT OF THE POLAR STAR."
R. "UNDER THE SOUTHERN CROSS."
C. "MARS AND VENUS."
4. SOPRANO SOLO—"CARD SONG" FROM THE "BRI
DE
ELECT"   SOUSA.
MISS ELIZABETH SCHILLISR. 
5 WELSH RHAPSODY (NEW) .. EDWARD GERMAN.
INTERMISSION.
6. VALSE, "VIENNA DARLINGS"   ZIEHRER
(a) 'AIR DE BALLET, "THE GYPSY" (new) ..GANNE.
(b) MARCH, "THE DIPLOMAT" (new) SOUSA.
8 VIOLIN SOLO. CONCERTO . MENDELSOHN.
a. ANDANTE
c. ALLEGRETTO . ALLEGRO VIVACE.
MISS JEANETTE POWERS.
9- "RIDE OF THE VALKRIES" FRO
M "DIE WALKUERE"
 WAGNER.
ENTHUSIASTIC CRITICS HAVE INVENTED TWO NEW
TITLES FOR SOUSA, "HEART CONDUCTOR" AND "MASs
TER OF THE HEART," FOR THE REASON THAT HIS
MUSIC HE PLAYS STRAIGHT FOR THE HEART AND
SETS IT ALL AGLOW WITH VIBRATION AND BUOYANCY.
SEATS ac, • 35C, 505, 75c $'.00 AND $1.50f NOW ON SALE.
ADMAN COAL 
PROMPT DELIVERY.




S°.t 1. lel . west Kentucky Coal Co.
Incorporated
4
